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The Virginians
At Breakfast

E. H. RAWLINGS
SARA ESTELLE HASKIN

EDITORS

Volume XX
Number 2

VOICE

Especially gratifying was the physical vigor of the Bishop's
utterance. His serious illness had given great uneasiness to
the Church, but the vim with which he spoke, recalling the
good, hard hammering of Centenary times when he had often
to batter down opposition or inertia-his evident return to
health brought great satisfaction to his friends.

T HE Virginians at the Missionary Council, a goodly num·
ber, under the guidance of Brother Flournoy, Conference

Secretary, had breakfast together in the Hotel JI7alter Raleigh.
A little coffee set agoing the tongues on hair.trigger since the
days ,of McKendree, and it was a good hour. Many spoke,
others were ready and more, when the time gave out, and
enthusiasm was running high.

They were not unmindful of some weakening in the mis.
sionary record of that dear Dominion. More than once refer.
ence was made to the fact that in the last two years they had
lost their place of primacy to the great Western North Carolina
Conference. That recollection seemed duly chastening.
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More Prophet
Than Priest

D R. J. W. MOORE of First Church, Charlortesville, Vir
ginia, led the devotional services at the General Mis.

sionaty Council. If it was the "quiet" hour that was expected,
or any sort of Quaker stillness in worship, the members of
the Council were disappointed. Dr. Moore led us inro the
"holy place" from hour to hour, but with the dynamic of a
prophet's eagerness for action.

His treatment of Isaiah showed the scholar in exposition
'as he brought vividly before us the likeness of Isaiah's time
to our own, and took us through a prophet-statesman's treat.
ment of old themes-themes as old as Old Testament times,
but new and pressing as the latest emerging phases of politics,
industry, or the kaleidoscopic variations of the social life, high
or low, of our times.

The devotional hour is a major feature in our General
Council, and if anybody has believed it heretofore, there is
now no longer any question that within our own borders may
be found men who, thinking in terms of the latest cultural
dialect, are nevertheless skilled to present with prophetic in.
sight and power the crowding issues of the hour.

February
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Bishop Beauchamp
Sounds the Keynote

FOR the fourth time, Bishop Beauchamp delivered the
keynote word at the General Missionary Council, held
this year in Raleigh, North Carolina. He is President of

the Mis'sion Board, and that connection would make the
service appropriate.

Bur the Commirtee had other reasons. It is still rumored
among us that the Bishop was already working at it when
a pastor, and against bad odds. When in a great church he
was pressing his board keenly on some special missionary
project, at the end of the year, one of the leading men of
his church-the kind that has money, but believes in giving
it to home missions and then in letting the other man do
the giving, and has influence, but uses it to moderate any too
great activiry on the part of his pastor-this leading steward
went to the Bishop and asked that the pastor be removed.

"Why," said the Bishop, "what has he done?"
"Oh, it is 'money, money,' 'missions, missions' all the time,

and we simply cannot stand it."
"JUSt so," said the Bishop. "That is why I sent him to

you, and he is going to stay."
He did stay, and in the quadrennium the church made a

record in world service.
Serving as missionary pastor, conference missionary secre

tary, secretary of the Laymen's Missionary Movement, director
of the Centenary Movement, foreign secretary opening work
in Europe, and as Bishop in charge of our work in Europe
for four years, Bishop Beauchamp speaks from a vantage point
of missionary interest and training that few men among us
have had.

His emphasis upon the spiritual in cultivation seemed the
word of a man speaking under a sense of deep compulsion.
He had seen so many lesser things fail.

He took time to say a good word for the work of the
Mission Board during the quadrennium, and was in no un
certainry about the continuance of the present January-February
plan.

"Let us not run our heads into the blind alley of believing
that if we put everything into one budget, we will have
settled our difficulties.

"I am not so concerned about constitutions and programs,
but whatever we do, we ought to make up our minds now
not in any wise to interfere with the present plan of missionary
support until we have had opporruniry of trying it out."

FEBRUARY, 1930



"SPECIAL DELIVERY"
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of the classic things in the study of Christian experience. .- .
That was the beginning of the evangelical revivals. . . Here
was a new sunrise in Christian history. The lost secret of the
power of Christianity had been rediscovered."

No timelier statement has been recently made' among us.
We are celebrating this year 1930
as the anniversary of the descent
of the Spirit upon the Church at
Pentecost, but the supreme thing
that was done by the Holy Spirit
in His coming to the Church in
that Pentecost was to make real
and vivid the person of Jesus in
the experience of the believer.
Out of that reality of personal ex
perience came the power of
preaching for the apostles, and no
less than this same assurance of
personal testimony has made for
each generation the' compelling
authoriry needed in the preaching
of the time.

We preachers ought.to read
Bishop Mouzon's book, and read
it again, and if, dear Bishop, you
will carry this emphasis upon the
personal apprehension of Jesus in
religious experience into your Con
ferences, talk it over with your
colleagues in some intimate meet
ing of the College-maybe stress
it in the Episcopal address-and
without any special plan or organi
zation they will do the same thing

in their Annual Conferences, even in this year of the General
Conference, who knows if we shall not find spreading among
us, please God, the gracious contagion of an authoritative
preaching such as came in the Evangelical Revival, in the
Reformation, in the early days of Christianity?

This editor cannot think of any need of the Church, or of
the time, that cries with such clamancy to the Preacher
Prophet as this.

"The Triumphal
Entry"
T HE original of the picture, "The Triumphal Entry," is

found in the chapel of the massive buildings on the Mount
of Olives, erected before the war by German Christians as a
birthday gift to their Empress and as a sanitorium for Christian
workers. Here the meetings of the International Missionary
Council in 1928 were held. Mr. F. P. Turner, through whose
courtesy the Voice is able to present this picture, says:

"On my first visir to the building during the first day of
the Council meeting, I found the picture hanging in the
beautiful little chapel. I was so much impressed with it
that I went again and again into the chapel to study it. I
could find no copy at the picture shops, and so arranged with
a representative of the American Colony to take a photograph.
I have never found a picture of Jesus at the triumphal entry
so satisfactory as this. After a stay of some weeks in Palestine,
I felt more and more that the artist had been most happy in
putting into the picture an interesting conception of Jesus
the man and the setting in which the life of our Lord was
lived in Palestine."

Dear Brother Pastor:

Again we are sending you a special
'copy of the Voice, even if another
does go under your wife's name-
just to remind you of Voice Sunday,
Febmary 9.

The Voice adds eight pages, mak·
ing a forty. eight page magazine, and
the eight additional pages are in
rotagravure!

Through February the subscription
remains at 75c. Afterward it will
be $1.00.

Page 41 will tell you all about it..

Faithfully,

THE EDITORS.

Brother Flournoy reported that there would be a good
advance on maintenance this year. That information was stim
ulating, and if the quiet, eager determination of the repre
sentatives in Raleigh can be conveyed to the others back in
the Conference, warning is hereby given our Western North
Carolina friends that they look
diligently to their missionary
laurels.

There was one layman present,
Mr. L. W. Hoffman, a banker
from Richmond. His speech was
a long way out of the ordinary in
matter and manner. In two min
utes he said things about the
Christian man and his money-in
deed about the whole question of
inequaliry in the distribution of
Christian wealth-that was signifi
cant of a new point of view, and
was heartening in the highest de
gree to those of us who believe
that there is something all wrong
in the use of our money, and that
the wrong will be righted in the
last analysis only from within.
"Noblesse oblige" is only another
way of saying, "Freely ye have reo
ceived, freely give."

Bishop Mouzon
In the Yale Lectures

W HILE shut in a few days at
Christmas, the editor read

a book-rather "drizzle.drozzled" through it. It was a risky
thing to do. The "jaundiced eye" is liable to mix its colors
and sometimes to distort the lines even of the eternities. But
the book stood the test, and it was written by a preacher.

When it was announced that Bishop Mouzon was going to
Yale for the Beecher Lectures, some fearful souls "down
south"-and we ought to snap out of that attitude right away;
it is not worthy of us-wondered if even this premier preacher
among us would measure up to that classic standard. Favorable
tumors reached us early, and a few pages into his book,
"Preaching with Authoriry," make plain why.

No posing or parade, and no apology; just the poise and
easy.going confidence of a man that knows his ground and
moves steadily. and freely to cover it.

In these lectures Bishop Mouzon discusses about all the
questions that the hour brings to the thoughtful preacher.
True, he does not discuss "Humanism." Even as recently as
these lectures were given, Humanism had not yet so sharply
emerged. Probably it is a sky-rocket, anyway, and if we let
it alone it will flop down and out of its own weight.

From a view-point thoroughly evangelical, Bishop Mouzon
moves with a freedom of intellectual approach which, while
it offers no apology to intolerant reactionaries, at the same
time gives no wanton affront to those who do not travel new
ways in freedom as easily as he.

Probably the best thing Bishop Mouzon has done for the
Church in these lectures is his emphasis upon Christian ex
perience. It makes one chuckle with keen satisfaction to find
this Methodist preacher saying to staid, conservative old Yale:
"The story of Wesley's evangelical conversion has become one

4 [ 52J THE MISSIONARY VOICE



By E. H. R.

John R. Matt
Missionary Statesman
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A CENTRAL feature in the General Missionary Council
was the presence of Dr. John R. Mott. If expecta.
tion of his service in the conference was high, that

expectation was entirely met. In his address for an hour, and
in the round ·table discussion following for another hour, and
still later protracted in an after meeting of the Council, Dr.
Mott brought co us a survey of world conditions and an
analysis of the Church's responsibility, creating an impression
that will live in the work of the Council, and, please God, in
the life of our Church.

Dr. Mott had aged some through the years, and was speak.
ing with a physical restraint that was unusual with him, but
in that. restraint was manifest a muscular tension which, in
the continuous talking that he is doing, must draw very heavily
upon his physical powers.

Out of his very gracious introduction, he glided so easily
into his theme that his audience scarcely realized that he was
past its fringes before he was in the very middle of a dis.
cussion of the missionary factors in the present world situation
such as most of us hear just once in a lifetime.

Beginning with economic conditions, he moved almost im.
perceptibly into a discussion of the industrial, political and
religious conditions of eastern countries that showed a com
prehensive grasp of the situation involving the whole of
modem life.

He stated clearly and frankly the difficulties in our mis
sionary work. This in his address, and when questioned in
the later discussion, he. reiterated these difficulties, indicating
that the task ahead of us was no slight one.

BUT there was in the diagnosis of this great world traveler
no slightest note of pessimism or discouragement. I

heard him nearly thirty years ago, in those days when he was
announcing the watch.word, "the evangelization of the world
in this generation," and despite a certain physical reserve and
chastened discrimination of speech, there was in his appeal
in Raleigh a confidence and enthusiasm in no whit inferior
to his style of a generation ago.

Nor did he leave us in any sort of obscurity as to the basis
of his confidence. His knowledge of world conditions, general
and intimate, enabled him to give. incident after incident
illustrating the progress of the Gospc:l, but always he came
back to his confidence in the conquering Christ. Nor was it
the exaggerated plea of the professional preacher. There was
running through all his discussion, by a broad implication
that seemed to undergird at every point his appeal, the con
tagious assurance that the power of the divine Christ was al
ready winning in all the dark lands into which it had gone.

In my knowledge of John R. Mott, having heard him on
many different occasions, the thing most characteristic has
been his unfailing emphasis upon the central place of Christ
the Son of God in the missionary work of the Church. This
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he has always made, not only by strong assumption, but by
express and unequivocal statement.

In the committees of the Foreign Missions Conference at
New York, when great missionary meetings were in prepara.
tion, there was always somebody to say, when a program was
being planned, "Well, there are two men that we should cer.
tainly not use on this program, because they have heen used
until they are rubbed slick." Everybody understood who they
were. They were John Mott and Robett Speer. But I do
not remember a single instance in which the Committee did
.not wind up by using both of them, and for no other reason
than that, a great missionary meeting without one or both
of these men in this country for a generation would have
been "Hamlet," with the ghost, but with the Prince left out.

I T IS no accident that John Matt was for so long connected
with the Student Volunteer Movement, the founder of

the World Federation, the moulding personality at Edinburgh,
and now is President of the International Missionary Council.
All this pre.eminence among his brethren he has won by
right of his great missionary service.

When, in his introduction in Raleigh, Dr. Mott was ex.
pressing so graciously his appreciation of our Church and
its missionary forces, I was naturally running back over my
recollection of him.

There was a conference of missionary leaders in the beauti
ful villa home of Mr. John Wanamaker, neat Philadelphia,
when after a characteristic address by Mott, Mr. Wanamaker
affectionately referred to him, already a man of fifty-five years,
as "one of the brightest young men in this country,"

I recalled his presence in our New Orleans Conference,
then on trial as a student worker among us, and what a strong
missionary message he brought to us.

But further back still, I was thinking of the first time I
had known or heard of him.

In the year 1886, I went with a delegation of college stu·
dents from Randolph.Macon College in Virginia to the home
of Mr. Moody in Mt. Hermon, Massachusetts, where was held
what is sometimes said to be the first student volunteer meet
ing ever held on this continent. There I found students
gathered from all over this country, and saw more missionaries
at one time than I had seen all put together in my life. Among
the rest there was a young man who had come down from
Princeton University, Robert Wilder, who, with his sister
Grate;. had for months been praying for a great outpouring
of God's Spirit upon the college students of America.

They were calling for a hundred volunteers in the con
ference that summer, and day and night the earnest prayer
of the conference ascended that a hundred might respond.
On the last day of the meeting, before breaking up and going
to the trains and boats, somebody proposed that the ninety.nine

(Continued on page 45)
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Bishop W. B. B"auchamp, Pr"sid"nt 01 th" Board 01 Missions:
Bishop in charg" 01 M"xican work; som"t;m" se<:rNary 01 th"
La)'m"n', Missionar)' I\lo""01"nt; Di"·ctor·G,,nrr:1 01 tit" I\I;ssion·
ary C"nt,,"ar)', ,md For,,;gn S"crNar)' 01 th" Board 01 Missions.

T OOKING CO a closer co,ordination of our conference and
L ~cneral mission:lry a.l;encies and a fuller p:lrticip:ltion

of the annual con{crt:nces in the whole mission:lry work
of the Church, the General Conference of 1926 m:lde pro.
\'ision for a General Missionary Council. The membership of
this body is made up of the Presidents of the Annual Con.
ference Boards of Missions, Conference MissiomfY Secrccuies,
Secretaries and Treasurers of the General BO:lrd of Missions,
and the members of the Commirtee on Education and Pro.
motion of the General Boud of Missions. Such a body had
long been needed. There had been complaints that the mis.
sionary policies were "handed down" (rom some overhead
organization and between the general missiona£)' work of the
Church and the annual conferences there was dccachment and
not infrequently misunderstandings.

The organization of the General Missiona£)' Council gave
opportUni£)' for all the missiona£)' agencies to sit down co·
~ether in annual deliberation, to sur\'e}' the whole field of
e\'angelistic operations, co plan and work together at the
common task, and to insure that missiona£)' programs and
policies should come (rom the annual conferences instead of
being "handed down" from a conneaional Board,

During the quadrennium these purposes have been achieved.
The annual conference boards of missions now know them.
sel\'es co be an integral part of the missiona£)' forces of the
Church, while the general BO:lrd of Missions has ,c:ained a
new appreciation of the work of the conference bOJrd~ them.
selves. \,\'hate\,er misunderstanding and lack of co.operation
between the various forces might have prevailc:d in the past

The
General

Missionary
Council

The Fourth Annual Meeting of all

Conference and General Missionary
Agencies, Raleigh, North Carolina

By
ELMER T. CLARK

has entirely disappeared. There was ne\'er a moment in our
hisco£)' when so excellent a spirit prevailc:J between pastors,
annual conferences and .c:eneral missiona£)' agencies as is
evident today.

T hc FOllrth SCSJioll

T HE fourth session of [he General Missiona£)' Council 'Ivas
held at Raleigh, N. C, December 10.12. It was preceded

Re\'. F. S. La"...
host 01 the General
Missionar)' Council.
Dr. La"e i, pastor
"I Edenton Str""t
Church. Raleigh.
North Carolina, and
Conference Mis·
sion:lr)' S~tar)' 01
the NoMh C1rolina

Conlerence.
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by a meeting of the general and conference
missionary secretaries, who planned together
the details of the January.February Cultivation
Movement, The Council proper convened on
the evening of December 10th and continued
through the afternoon of December 12th. The
sessions were quite largely attended. In ad
dition to the official membership, there were
present Bishops Candler, Darlington, Ains
wotth, McMurry, Cannon and Beauchamp,
representatives of several connectional Boards,
the editors of our conference and general or
gans, and a large number of preachers and lay.
men from the Carolinas, Virginia, Georgia,
Florida, Tennessee and neighboring states.

An interesting and significant feature of the
meeting was the attendance of the entire faculty
and student body of the School of Religion of
Duke University, headed by Dean Russell and
Professor James Cannon III., Professor of
Missions at the Seminary. Incidentally, it may be
said that a large number of members and at.
tendants of the Council visited Durham and
inspected the great plant of Duke University
now in process of construction.

The program of this session of the General
Missionary Council was really quite remarkable.
At the first session addresses were delivered by
Honorable Josephus Daniels, Dr. W. G. Cram,
Dr. J. W. Perry, and Dr. O. E. Goddard. These
addresses surveyed the general missionary situa
tion and set the tone fqr the whole gathering,
casting the proceedings on a high intellectual
and spiritual plane.

On Wednesday morning, the keynote was
sounded by Bishop W. B. Beauchamp, Presi.
dent of the Board of Missions, who spoke of
the missionary task of Methodism out of a
close contact and deep sympathy with the task

FEBRUARY, 1930
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Edenton Street Methodist Episcopal Church, South, Raleigh, North
Carolina, one of the outstanding churches of Methodism, in which
the fourth annual session of the General Missionary Council
was held. This congregation is loyal to the missionary program.

extending over a period of
twenty years or more.

Dr, John R. Mott Speaks

B ISHOP Beauchamp was
followed by Dr. John

R. Mott, President of the In
ternational Missionary Coun
cil and one of the world's
outstanding missionary lead.
ers. Dr. Mott had just teo
turned from his foutth trip
around the world, complet
ing his visitation of sixty
one nations of the globe.

(Con,tinucd on page 41)

The Capitol Building at
Raleigh, North Carolina,
at night. This is a build·
ing of classic beauty, about
which gather many tradi
tions of the old South.
It is always flooded with

light at night.
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Faculty, Granbery College, Brazil, where Senor DaCorso was trained. The
institution is growing in numbers and influence. In 1924, 412; in 1929
there were -588 students. President Moore is in center of front row.

Inar
Of

By

CESAR

DACORSO

FILHO

Annual Conferences cover the most intellectual, industrial,
commercial and financial sections of the republic, as well as
the most densely inhabited. Thus Methodism here is in a
position to irradiate its good influences all over the country.

At least eleven large educational institutions are being con
ducted by it, all of which are contributing to th~ prestige of
the denomination, and some of which hold a leading place
in the modern movements of narional instruction which ought
to be maintained. In like manner one seminary-just now
attaining to the level of the great schools of the prophets in
its advanced curriculum, and therefore with an unprecedented
opportunity of furnishing to the work men who will not fall
short when placed ·in comparison with the men of 'other
ecclesiastical bodies-is being conducted by it. There is also
on foot a plan, an unparalleled opportunity, for the develop
ment of a Methodist orphanage which will doubtless have no
equal in the country.

The Methodist Printing ,House, located at Sao Paulo, a
city approaching one million inhabitants, may be favorably
compared with the best printing plants on this continent.

Birds-eye view of the City of:.Sao Paulo, Brazil. Thisci~ist4esec~nd
city of Brazil, only Rio de~;Janeiro ranking her. CapitaL'.of the state
of Sao Paulo, it is one of the beautiful business centers of the world.
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COMB, and see that we want you among us, and that
we alre anxious to lay before you the things that we
have gradually accomplished up to the present.

Brazil is a country larger than the United States, populated
by more than 35,000,000 souls. Civilization shines in cities
and towns along its seaboard with the same luster that may
be seen in other lands, but it turns pale and grows dimmer
as one goes into the hinterland, till it disappears, on the
other side, in the Indians that wander through immense
forests. Providence has sown natural riches throughout the
territory, making it a splendid and abundant reserve on which
the future must inevitably depend.

The people (an amalgamation perhaps unique in the records
of ethnology, and therefore holding no prejudice of blood or
race) are pacific, kindly disposed, hospitable, and endowed
with an uncommon intellectual capacity. Straightway to Ro
manism, as the cause, may be traced the hindrances that pre
vent the nation from standing side by side with the ones that
have attained the highest achievements in every sphere.

Here in Brazil Methodism pitched its tents about fifty
years ago. Since that time missionaries and
natives, ministers and laymen, heartily united,
have been increasing the stream which now prob
ably represents one of the most prosperous,
stable and pro'mising churches that may be found
in mission fields. Strenuous exertions, intensive
sacrifices and glorious heroism characterize its
history from the beginning to the present. This
church seems to have always been stirred by a,
vigorous and an invincible life. Conditions show
that ir has com€ to a turning point, that it now
needs to be dealt with wisely and led on through
new ways, so rhat its development and its e~

ergies may not only be secured for its safety
hereafrer, but may also be multiplied for its
definire constituency.

Methodism in Brazil is dealing tOday with
.interests of enormous importance. Though
counting no more than 18,000 communicants and
twO or three times as many' adherents, it is di
vided into three Annual Conferences. These



"Second Generation" students at Granbery, 1928. This group is Gran
bery's "grand-children"-her children's children. No feature of our work
in Brazil is more useful or more promising than this great institution.
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SINCE Methodism in Brazil is passing through
difficulties, what must be done to remedy

them? It is thought by some that autonomy is an
immediate and unavoidable measure to meet

them, and do not speak their language. Generally, their visits
are so rapid, and of such short duration, that they cannoe
confer except for a few moments, with anybody but a few
missionaries.

The Church is obliged to accept and follow a general
legislation that does not always correspond to its necessities
and appeals. It has to address itself to councils which are to
speak in the same language and through the same channels
to the home church, of more than three million members, be.
sides many other smaller groups of different sizes, including
the, 18,000 in Brazil. It is altogether narural that the clearer
understanding and greater attention should be given to the
problem of the largest group. In short, the body of Brazilian
Methodists must obey a head that is separated from it by
distance and language. Moreover, it has virtually no voice in
the highest administration supposedly made for itself.

It often happens, as a consequence, that many decisions
which ought to be made immediately are often long delayed;
that many times distance does not permit a good and clear
understanding between it and the general boards to which

it is subjea; that information about it furnished
to superior authorities may be one.sided, since it
gives only the vision caught by the missionary
group; it feels that the needs here are often dif.
ferent from those in other fields, but it has to
shape its sentiment and purposes by the rules
and regulations made for other countries. Really,
there are times when Brazilian Methodism does
not know just what it is, itself, nor does it know
how to interpret and follow rulings.

A Central Conference was given to Methodism
in Brazil, with the objea of knitting together
officially the three Brazilian Annual Conferences,
and uniting the lines of their activities, and yet
the result was to increase their embarrassments
and perplexities. Nothing more; nothing less.

Churches, chapels, parsonages and other kinds of properties,
dotting all the zones occupied by our Church, show that
Methodism is involved in no small financial concern. Further
more, the responsibilities of Methodism are presented under
other aspects (in the legal body constiruted to manage and
protect Meehodist properties before the government and the
courts; in the wide-spread system of co.operation with other
denominations for purposes related to hospitals, missions,
education and literarure; in interdenominational unions, com.
mittees, bureaus, etc.)

"If a conclusion may be drawn
from the above considerations,
taken from the Brazilian point
of view, it will be that Mother
Methodism, intending to estab
lish missions anywhere, should
begin to d eve lop national
churches from the very first
day." So declared Senor Cesar
Da Corso, leading Brazilian
preacher, delegate to the last
General Conference, in a discus
sion of the future of the Meth-

odist Church in Brazil.

SUCH is a hastily drawn picrure of Methodism in Brazil,
in its development up to the present, and such are the

privileges and responsibilities interwoven with it. On the
other hand, it is facing a very abnormal and unsatisfaaory
siruation. It has been, and is still,' practically without an
effeaive general superintendence. The bishops assigned to

it, notwithstanding their sincere good will toward, and pro
found interest in, the people, have not been able to get into
real, direa contact with them, because they do not live among

A part of the business section of Sao Paulo, Brazil. In the midst of the
city stands our Central Church, our great Publishing House, our missionary
residences, making one of the imposing missionary centers of the world.
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them. By autonomy is not meant independence, but the au·
thority conferred upon it for organizing a kind of General
Conference for itself, of making its own laws, that is, its own
discipline, in full ·harmony with its present status, necessities
and problems. Furthermore, by autonomy it is understood
that it can choose and elect its own bishops.

It may be clearly seen that no separation from the Mother
Methodism is looked for in this plan. There will still remain
many interests, kindly feelings and Christian activities binding
one to the other. Supposed foreign imperialism and authori
tativeness will be superseded by a better understanding of the
spirit of true Christianity, on one side, and no impulse of
rebellion will be able to get a foothold, for only sentiments
of greater appreciation and personal responsibilities will exist
on the other side.

Though there should exist in Brazil an autonomous Method.
ism, no justifiable reason could be set forth why it should no
longer receive all the assistance that it is actuallY' receiving
from the Mother Church in men and money. A bit of clear
understanding and good will on each side would be sufficient
to provide means for appointments of such men, which ought
to safeguard their rights, and the application of such money
could be so supervised that its use could always be approved
by the giver.

Also, even if all the Methodist properties in the country
should eventually be turned over to an autonomous Method.
ism, none can see why the institutions at wotk in some of
them could not go on, carrying out their programs with the
present system, methods and personnel, till normal changes
might become necessary and inevitable.

pERFECTLY natural is the question, Who should be the
Methodist bishop here? It is thought better to elect two or

three bishops instead of one, so· as not to foster any sort of
papalism. It is thought also that they should be temporary,
i. e., occupying the office for a limited time only, and without
any sp.ecial ordination. At one time some believed that they
should be nationals, but lately it appears that all agree that
they might be missionaries, in which case their relation as
missionaries of the Mother Church would of necessity be
cancelled. That this is now the general conviction is fully
demonstrated by the recent appeal made by the three Brazilian
Annual Conferences, through their Central Conference, to
the General Conference, to give them, as their general super.
intendent, Dr. J. W. Tarboux.

The suu! total of this question is that the people wish for
their bishop (or bishops) a man (or men) fully acquainted
and sympatheqc with them, able to speak directly with them
in their own tongue, to Jive among them, one to whom they
may present directly their problems, necessities, interests and
hopes. This is the sole reason why they wish to select their
bishops themselves, that is, that they may be the men of their
own choice, of whom they may say, "They are ours."
. A few further considerations are necessary in order to place

the question of autonomy, with reference to Methodism in
Brazil, in an atmosphere of good and sound judgment: It
is a fact that for a long time after the beginning, all ad.
ministration in this mission field was carried on by mission.
aries. Only in recent years is responsibility passing, little by
little, into the hands of the nationals.

Regarding the relative proportion between the former and
the latter in the management of the affairs of the Church, no
provision has yet been made, and this impresses profoundly
the thinking people within and without the corporation itself.
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Within, it occasions remark, and even casts unworthy suspi.
cions upon the nationals; without, it is used as a weapon
against the nationals, when their adversaries declare ·that they
have sold themselves to Americans; that they are their vassals;
that they are helping to form the nucleus of a future conquest
by the United States.

Under existing conditions the nationals have to suffer such
reproaches, unable to present facts to refute the falsely in.
terpreted conditions that originated them. They consequently
resent dlat within their country, their people, their calling
and their aspirations have to undergo such unjust judgment.
Are the nationals capable of taking a little, or much more
part in administration than they have done so far, or even all
of ir? Let the missionaries and as many others as know the
Brazilian personnel answer such an interrogation.

N OW, Methodism in Brazil has come to a time when it
must develop a strong sentiment of its own responsi.

bilities and enter unhesitatingly into a sphere of s~f.govern.

menr, self.development and self.expansion. Otherwise it will
go forward, if, indeed, it does go forward, under circum.
stances conducive to certain misconceptions and weaknesses
that may prove fatal to it in unforseen critical moments. It
already possesses that sentiment of responsibility and self.
reliance, but under the conditions above mentioned, it has not
yet had opportunity to cultivate it practically and amply.. De.
prived of such opportunity, it runs the risk of becoming like
a man who does not know how to live, except as sheltered
by others.

If there is any possibility of a time in the future when it
has to provide for itself, to fend for itself, to answer for
itself, to respond for the acts of its own, to show a vitality
of its own, in other words to stand alone (and no one can
deny that there is such a possibility), then it ought to under.
take immediately the experimental practice of self.government.
After all, self-government is, in any case, a question of self.
respect and dignity.

Undoubtedly, autonomy as here outlined is the highroad
toward independence. But should independence be regarded
as an undesirable tl}ing in a matter like Methodism in Brazil?
It is a fact that every Brazilian Methodist has the vision of
an independent Methodist Church in his country, regardless
of the time necessary for its development-a Methodist Church
that may rely on its own ideals, ,skill and resources for all its
operations, dlat may feel in her heart the vitality demanded
for an unchecked sttengthening and flourishing growth; that
may occupy a beautiful, dignified place by any other Methodist
Church in relieving humanity as well here as in foreign lands.
He earnestly contemplates such a result for all his efforts.
But he well knows that at the present time it would be im.
prudence, if not madness, to try such an experiment. The
time for it has not yet come.

Methodism in Brazil is still a rather small and weak Church,
facing the huge task presented by a territory of 3,300,000
square miles to be invaded by preachers; a population of
35,000,000 souls to be conquered for Christ; measures that
require more institutions, men and money than it can of
itself now afford, not to mention appeals for help that come
from beyond its national boundaries. Were it abandoned now
to its own fate, no matter what difficulties it had to meet on
the way, it would meet bravely the problems of self.support,
self.administration, self.improvement and self.expansion, but
it would naturally and inevitably have to suffer too much of

(Continued on page 47)
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no sense of the wotd criticising what has been done in the
past, but merely wish to emphasize the fact that because of
what has been done the church has developed to the point
where a different organization is necessary.

I believe that the church in the United States recognizes
the importance of having autonomous churches in each
country, more, perhaps, than the Brazilian church itself rec
ognizes this necessiry. The danger in the way of the realiza
tion of an autonomous Brazilian church is that large bodies
move slowly, and that, because the General Conference will
have so many matters with which to deal that are of more im.
mediate and pressing interest to the delegates, the reorganiza
tion of the work in mission fields might be neglected. Nat
urally it is impottant that the Brazilian church express clearly
and forcefully its wishes.

T HERE is no reason for bad feeling because someone has
heard North Americans speak in a way that revealed

ignqrance or ill will toward Brazil. I believe no one has
heard anything there about Brazil that is worse than some
things I have heard and read here about the United States.
Such is exceptional, and does not affect the traditional good
will and friendship between these two great republics.

I know nothing about who, at the last General Conference,
told the Brazilian delegates that the General Conference had

(Continued on page 46)

By ]ALMAR BOWDEN

A RECENT number of the official organ of Brazilian
Methodism had an anicle by the Rev. Guaracy
Silveira in which he expressed the fear that two or

three of the older missionaries, who think that the Brazilian
church should continue to be tied to its mother's apron strings,
might forestall any movement toward an autonomous Brazilian
church. I think' he represents fairly well the attirude of the
Brazilians in general. He does not favor separation from
the mother church, but merely a degree of autonomy that
will permit it to develop in accordance with the genius of
the Brazilian people and to carry on the work efficiently.
Thinking some matters that he brought out needed explana.
tion, I sent an article to the "Expositor Christao," from which
the following extracts were translated.

The article by the Rev. Guaracy Silveira on "The Critical
Moment" merits warm commendation and also some explana.
tion. In the matter of autonomy I appreciate the position he
takes. There is every reason for the continued co-operation
of the Church in the United States with the Brazilian church,
but that a new orientation in the organization and direction
of the work is necessary is almost universally acknowledged.

Men are not machines, and it is impossible to evoke energy,
effon and initiative as though they were. The organization
of an autonomous Brazilian church would evoke energy, initio
ative and effon that are now latent, and would reveal reo
sources in men and money that are now unknown. I am in
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Autonomy and the
General Conference

Methodist Church, Piraeicaba, Brazil.
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Dr. A. Herbert Gray, recently on a tour of the colleges
in this country, is pastor of the Crouch Hill Presbyterian

Church in London.

'The
British

Labour
Party

By

A. HERBERT GRAY

Educated at Edinburgh University,
the son-in-law of Professor Marcus
Dods, Dr. Gray was for a time
pastor ofthe College Church in Glas
gow, a church of cultured people.
Out of a successful ministry in this
church he greatly surprised everybody
by resigning and accepting a church
in one of the poorest. districts in the
city. Dr. Gray is a member of the
British Labour Party and a passion-
ate pleader for the poor.

.A T THE last General Election in Great Britain the
f'l.. Labour Party secured 289 seats, and thus became

the largest single party in the country.
Though shrewd observers during recent years have been

expeering this triumph, its occurrence to men of twenty years
ago seemed an utter impossibility. It is certainly an event of
unique interest and importance in British history and well
worthy of careful study.

To begin with, it represents the triumph of a sheer con
viction over against most of the vested interests of the country.
The British press was overwhelmingly against Labour. Labour
in daily papers seemed a very weak voice over against the
united roar of the commercialized press of the country.
Morning and evening that press tried to discover weaknesses
in Labour's code and to state with force the principles guiding
the other parties. None the less, nearly one.half of the voters
quietly went and voted Labour.

To many people the power of modem journalism in western
civilization has seemed one of the most menacing features of
the modem, world, inasmuch as the press of a country can
be bought and controlled by "big money." It is thus in the
power of "big money" to determine what facts shall be com
municated to the people and what facts shall be withheld or
distorted. Many have feared that by the exercise of this .power
"big money" might determine the political destinies of nations.
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But such fears, it now appears, were exaggerated. The people
of Great Britain have insisted on judging for themselves. •
They have steadily refused to have their political freedom
taken from them even by the subtle methods of the press.
And so while Tory and Liberal p~pers alike were insisting that
a Labour Government would mean disaster, the people pro
ceeded, in one of the quietest elections of modem times, to
eleer these 289 Labour Members.

I F IT be asked what were the convictions that thus found
expression, I believe the first was the firm persuasion that

"Labour would do something effective about Peace." The
popular movement against war in Great Britain has advanced
faster than the aerion of government. A great majority of
the people were thoroughly dissatisfied with the ineffeerive
and half.hearted things done by the Conservatives-with the
failure to secure greater authority for the League of Nations
and with the lack of real progress toward disarmament.
Wherefor the remark was often heard, "Let us see what Labour
can do."

For strange though it may appear, Labour is internationally
minded. Freed from the old Imperialism which for long
dominated British thought, the rank and file of the nation
want to live at peace with all men. We know the truth about

(Continued on page 46)
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By JULIUS RICHTER

In this article Dr. Julius Richter, Professor of Missions in the University
of Berlin, discusses the problem of Secularism.

Are WeNearing a Dangerous
Crisis in Foreign Missions?

~
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most missionaries are sent out and contributions are most
generous.

The United States has had a providential history. Whilst
Portugal and Spain, in the period of their great colonial ex·
pansion, were spoiled by the enormous treasures of gold and
silver and diamonds, the sertlers in the New England states
had to struggle for three centuries with a comparatively poor
soil, which yielded its fruit only after hard labor. It was
the hard school of the youthful Northern Continent.

Yet within the last two generations there followed an un
expected evolution on a scale unheard of in the history of
the human race. Natural resources of the most diverse type
were discovered which made North America the richest countty
in the world. The great war, which gave it the chance to
play the decisive role, made it the most powerful nation, too.
The center of world finance and of world commerce is gravi
tating here. The standard of life is nowhere as high as here.
Luxuries in all directions are regarded as a necessary enrich.
ment of life.

.yET with this enormous increase of wealth and power there
apparently goes hand in hand a tendency toward material

ism, this worldliness of separation from God and things
divine which opens the doors everywhere to secularism and
its concomitants.

We well know that this in only one side of the facts. There
is another more hopeful side. There are strong forces at
work counteracting the evil and poisoning influences. We
mention only the churches, the humanitarian, the peace, and
prohibition movements, the foreign and home missions, Chris.
tian theology and idealistic philosophy. Yet here a surprising
fact seems to be evident.

On the side of secularism there is a unified front worked
out by brilliant philosophers and popular writers into a new
world conception, whilst here there is an aggressive spirit
with a definite consciousness of unfailing victory and of ir.
resistible advance; on our side there seems to be no union,
no concerted plan, no mutual understanding, no will of re
sistance and of advance.

S<?me denominations are squandering their forces in futile
disputes over fundamentalism and modernism, or even in
splirting their already weakened files by useless quarrels. In
philosophy there is no constructive rhought, in philanthropy
and humanism much unreality and insincerity. The divided
army of resistance against secularism is going into the decisive
battle in small, scattered and incoherent groups which ofren
seem not to know which are friendly and which hostile.

(Continued on page 46)

N o QUESTION has stirred the two great missionary
conferences of Jerusalem and Williamstown more than
that of secularism. At Jerusalem there were some

illuminating papers of Prof. Rufus Jones; at Williamstown,
one short yet brilliant essay of Dr. J. H. Oldham, opening up
the question.

Mr. Oldham developed in a very impressive way the great
danger which not only the old Christian countries in Europe
and America are running, but even more, the young churches
of Asia and Africa and the old civilizations back of them.
He strongly emphasized the good features of the new mod
ernism, the unheard of expansion and mastery of the forces
of nature, the enormous increase of wealth by world.commerce
and world-traffic, the raising of the standard of life, the in.
dustrialization of one country after the other. Yet he pointed
out even more emphatically the perilous consequences, if in
connection with these scientific and economic developments,
the real foundations of Christian faith and of morality are
submerged.

Secularism is working out more definitely from year to year
a new way of looking at the universe and human nature which
is in direct opposition to our fundamental convictions. It
tries to understand nature as a wonderful mechanism on a
colossal scale, ruled by eternal laws, which, while needing the
most careful study, yet accurately understood, are the strong
est weapons in the hands of man to subdue their forces. Then
man needs no God who has created, is ruling and is main
taining this universe. There is no place for Him. Providence
is a meaningless phrase; morality consists in following the
laws of the universe, which are unethical in their very nature.
Conscienc~ is a curious yet unreliable development of environ
ment and of behavior. Immortality is a vain hope.

It is evident that such conception of the world and of
human life is undermining in a dangerous way not only the
life of rhe Church, but is eating out the vitals of the morality
of the human race. And the rapidly spreading demoraliza.
tion of large masses is an evident sign that the soil is only
too well prepared for this modern sow~ng.

DIFFERENT nations may have different tasks with regard
to this rapidly expanding danger. Perhaps a good deal

of the philosophical and theological thought will be done in
Europe, where a spiritual history of many centuries may have
prepared the weapons for this spiritual contest. Yet the
situation seems to be unique in the United States. Since a
generation now, the leadership of the Protestant missionary
movement has gone over from Europe to the New World.
Here the greatest missionary societies have their headquarters,
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Mrs. Luke G. Johnson, one of the most out·
standing members of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South, died in Wesley Hospital, At-

lanta, Georgia, on December 2nd, 1929.

"She had the states..
manship of a prime
minister and the
leadership of a gen..
eral. She was peer..
less in the realm of

her activities."

Mrs.
Luke

Johnson
AN ApPRECIATION

By

DR. W. A. SHELTON
Emory University

I Na generation, gone, there was in the Georgia Confer
ence an itinerant preacher whose home, radiant with the
light of the Sun of Righteousness, made a Garden of

Childhood, a "Kindergarten of God," in which children, like
plants of the lord, grew in the midst of the best of all Edens,
the home. Our from this parsonage home went Marvin M.
Parks, who gave his life to the service of his state and his
church, in the field of education. He was a member of the
General Conference of 1926.

Out from .hat home came other lives which have greatly
enriched the society in the midst of which they labored. It
was in this same itinerant parsonage that Carrie Parks (Mrs.
luke Johnson) was nourished and trained for the great service
which she rendered to the world. When shall there ever be
an accounting for the blessings which the humble parsonage
home has rendered to its day and generation? Early in the
life of Mrs. Johnson there came the promise and prophecy of
the largeness of soul and breadth of mind which led her forth
to conquest in the realm of the Spirit.

In her marority she chose to cast her lot once again in the
itinerant ministry, and was married to Rev. luke G. Johnson
who was then pastor of the First Methodist Church in
Decaror, Georgia. Here she entered at once on that large
field of activity as the pastor's chief helper and at the same
time she was a wife true to all of her vows and mOre. She
remained loyal to him through a long active ministry and
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when his health failed and superannuation came, she ful.
filled her vows to "Keep him in sickness and in health," for
the last months of her life she gave to nursing and caring
for him.

During that pastorate in Decaror, there came a little one
into the home and then it quietly went away to the Father's
House and its lirtle body was laid away in the simple cemetery
near the Church. The sweetening influence of that sorrow
lingered with them through the long years like the fragrance
of faded flowers.

In the years that followed cwo other children came to bless
their home, Parks and Zillah, Dr. Johnson testifies that
through the years of their childhood, the mothet was never
away from them so much as one hour, despite the fact that she
was interested and active in every Woman's Missionary enter.
prise of the North Georgia Conference.

WHEN her children had grown up and had gone away
to school, then she rorned her attention to the general

work of the Cht.:rch: on the Woman's Board of Home Mis.
sions her presence and counsel were indispensable; in the
Woman's Missionary Council, she was a charter member and
most enthusiastic worker; for many years she was a member
of the General Board of Missions serving on its executive
committees; she was a member of the Commission which in
1922 went to Europe and helped to organize our work in
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that field; she was an efficiertt member of the Board of Scarritt
College, in which she waS deeply interested from its very be.
ginning; she was a charter member of the Commission on
Race Relations; a member of the Woman's National Com.
mittee on Law Enforcement, the Executive Committee of the
Federal Council of Churches in America; and secretary of the
General Conference Commission on Nationalism.

She was also a member of the North Georgia Conference
Board of Missions and of its Executive Committee and sec.
rerary of irs Rural Committee. In her services on each and all
of these she never lagged; she did not allow hetself to be just
a member. What she did she did with all her might and with
all of her soul.

With untiting zeal she worked co keep the fires burning on
the far flung battle lines of Chtistian endeavor, helping to
lift the horizons of light for those who sit in darkness and
helping to answer the prayer, "Thy Kingdom come." Through
her interracial work she furthered a better understanding be.
tween the races, making effective the prophecy of the Angel's
song, "Peace on earth, goodwill co men."

BUT that for which her life was most conspicuous and
for which, I think, she would rather be remembered,

was her very great influence in bringing about the .largest and
longest step the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, ever
took in its hiscory; that of opening the doors of service co
womanhood and granting her an equal place and patt in
the carrying on of the propagation of the Kingdom of God
on earth. To this Mrs. Johnson devoted the best of her life.

Untiringly she coiled for the emancipation of womanhood
in the realm of the spiritual and for the realization of the
program of Jesus, announced nearly nineteen centuries earlier.
She labored unflinchingly when it meant hardship and sacri.
fice and some times rebuffs, but she labored on without weari.
ness and without discouragement.

She wrote and signed the memorial on Laity Rights which
was adopted at the General Conference in Atlanta in 1918.
When this law became a reality, she was elected a delegate to
the first General Conference which admitted women, that of
1922. Here she showed once more, that nire judgment and
skill which should have dispelled any doubt as to the ability
of women co sit in the chief legislative body of the Church.
Perhaps she did as much as anyone else to convince the
Church, by practical conduct, that womanhood is just as
capable and dependable as manhood and since both Jesus and
Paul chose women among their chief helpers, the Church today
makes no mistake in exhibiting the same confidence in them.

M RS. JOHNSON was devoted to Miss Belle Bennett with
a devotion that was sublime. She was somewhat co

Miss Bennett what Luke was to Paul. In the long and sacri.
fical figHt for Laity Rights for women, these two fought to
gether; not alone, for there were others who labored long
and well, and whose names are recorded on the "Lamb's Book
of Life." Where Miss Bennett was skillful in leading, Mrs.
Johnson was equally skillful in executing and fastening the
achievement attained.

She was no sickly saint withdrawn from the world, but a
saintly laborer in the Kingdom of God on earth, busy in the
midst of the worst conditions; in the swirl of it all where the
tides of human need ebb and flow, surrounded by sordidness
and sin, she lived the life of her Lord as a good soldier of
Jesus Christ. She. never faltered from any duty; she never
quailed before any danger. In the hardest places of service
she towered above it all.

She knew what was right and scood boldly for it. I saw
her once, when a presiding officer offered co recognize her
because she was a woman, immediately sit down and refuse
co be recognized on any such basis. Her hands were always
ready and skillful in the work of her Master.

Endowed with an irrepressible energy, a mentality far above
the normal, a quickness of perception, a keenness of wit, a
prophetic intuition, an unconquerable determination, a large
ness of vision, a courage equal to thar of any manyr who
ever sealed a good confession amid the flames, with a devo.
tion to ttuth and co the work of her Chutch. which she loved
passionately, with a love fot God and her fellowmen, and
with a humanness that made her life usable, she combined the
best elements of the saint of old with the good Christian of
coday. She had the statesmanship of a prime minister and the
leadership of a general. She was peerless in the realm of her
activities.

December the second, 1929, Mts. Johnson fell on sleep.
The funeral was held from the church where she had gone
as a bride fony years before and her body was laid beside
that of her first born, in the little church yard neatby. Thete
let it lie till the Angel of the resurrection awakens it.

Yet I cannot think that she is dead! There is no death!
She lived the deathless life even here. If there were no
heaven above, yet her life and labors belong to earth's im.
mortal tasks. Her work will be carried on by generations yet
unborn and these will rise up to bless her for immottal foun
dations laid in her selfsacrificing life of service. She cannot
be far away. "It's not far, just close by through an open door."

The intellect after all is but a flickering taper lighted at the
centtal flame. Her taper which burned more brightly because
she shared it, cannot be less now, because it is nearer its
primal sautee. Rather the brighter! I cannot think that she
knows less today than yesterday. The curtain drops between
and we cannot see, but it may not be so with her.

DEATH has been called life's most beautiful adventure.
It is the birth into the more abundant life. Like an eagle

liberated from its cage, stretches its wings and takes its flight
sunwatd, a brother of the stars, so the soul liberated from
this impediment of clay,_ may soar Godward with exultant joy.
"Blessed be the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
according to his great mercy hath begotten us again unto a liv
ing hope by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the dead, to
an inheritance incorruptible, undefiled, and that fadeth not
away, reserved in heaven for you."

"Alas for him who never sees the stars shine through his
cypress tress, who hopeless lays his dead away, nor looks to
see the breaking day across the mournful marbles play, who
hath not learned in hours of faith the truth to sense and
flesh unknown, that life is ever Lord of death and Love can
never lose its own."

I think our departed friend would say today,

"Under the wide and starry sky,
Dig the grave and let me lie;
Glad did I live and gladly die
And I laid me down with a will.

"This be the verse ye grave for me
Here he lies where he loved to be;
Home is the sailor home ftom the sea
And the hunter home from the hill."

In the gathering shadows we whisper "Goodnight," but on
some glad tomorrow, we shall say "Goodmoming:'

'"
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From the North Georgia Conference
A lfJribute to ~rs. Lu~e Johnson

By MRS. WALLACE ROGERS
Corresponding Secretary

I
N THE North Georgia Conference, Mrs. Luke Johnson was
lovingly called the "lawyer." One day, very recently, when
some marter was referred to her, the lawyer, she said:

"If I had been a man, that is what my career would have
been for I love it."

Mrs. Johnson had the keenest mind that it has ever been
my privilege to come in contaa with. She came of a family
who wete unusual in this respea. All of them directed
their talents into different channels, however: her brother,
Dr. Marvin Parks, into education; a sister, Mary, into busi
ness and Mrs. Johnson into the work of the Church. She
gave to the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, the entire
strength of her body and mind. She possessed a mental equip
ment which would have brought her a vast income if she had
made money her objeaive.

One has but to look over the list of commirtees on which
she served to know that law interested her greatly. She was
chairman of the By-law Commirtee of the North Georgia
Conference Woman's Missionary Sociery, and had served as a
member of the By-law Committee of the Conference Board
of Missions and of the Woman's Missionary Council. She
was chairman of the commirtee on General Conference Legis.
lation for the Woman's Missionary Council and in 1928,
when new laws had to be made for the Atlanta Board of
Ciry Missions, it was Mrs. Johnson who unravelled all. the
tangles and cleared everything up in legal form. In an exe.
cutive commirtee meeting it was always she who kept the
group reminded of the laws under which the work must be
done. Her legal advice was of inestimable value to every
group in which she sat.

She invariably told those with whom she worked to keep
the law as long as it was a law but if it was not a good one,
change it. And it will be remembered that, many times, it
was through her efforts that laws were revised, as a result

of her untiring efforts for several years the legal status of
women in the .Church was changed.

It was because of her abiliry in this line-as well as in
appreciation of her devotion to her conference-that she was
eleaed on the first ballot at the recent session of the North
Georgia Conference to be a member of the approaching Gen
eral Conference.

During the past year Mrs. J. N. McEachern, president of
the North Georgia Conference Woman's Missionary Society,
has been on a leave of absence in the search of health, and Mrs.
W. A. Albright, vice-president has suffered a complete physi.
cal breakdown. The corresponding secretary has been new
in her office and rather young in the work. Under these con
ditions Mrs. Johnson gave herself unreservedly in an effort
to tide the conference over this emergency. She loved her
conference so much that she could not let it suffer so she
took it upon her heavily burdened shoulders as the P/IIS thing
which proved too great for her enfeebled srrength. Even after
her entrance as a patient in Wesley Memorial Hospital, when
she was suffering beyond expression, the corresponding sec
retary was called to her room for a lirtle chat about confer
ence marters which were troubling her at that time. So truly
her latest strength was spent in the interest of the work of
her conference.

Without her it is difficult to press on. Yet she so projeaed
herself into the training and developing of the younger officers
and distria secretaries that they feel it would be nothing short
of urter betrayal of her to fail in the cause for which she
lived'-and died:

So, we press on, looking through our tears and hoping to
be divinely led in carrying out the program she had in mind.
Thus showing our gratitude to God for her friendship and
helpfulness we should go forward along the avenues pioneered
by this noble woman for younger feet to follow.

A' Pioneer in Inter~racial Work
A 'Tribute to Mrs. Lu~e Johnson

By MRS. ROBERT MOTON
'Tus~egee, Alabama

I N THE passing of Mrs. Luke Johnson the South has lost
a loyal and loving daughter; the Negro, a fearless and
far-seeing friend. Because of her loyalry and devotion

to hee Church, Mrs. Johnson felt no service was too taxing,
no sacrifice too great for her to undertake, if by so doing she
could, even in a small measure, help to remove the prejudice
and misunderstanding that were sapping the strength and
clouding the vision of her beloved Southland.
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Through the Methodist Church, South, Mrs. Johnson ac·
cepted the challer,ge to initiate a program of race relations
among the women of the South. This was an entirely new
field, but fearlessly and courageously she answered the call
of her Church. With her great love of service she determined
to put all the strength she had into taking the message of
understanding and goodwill to her own group, and to win

(Continued on page 31)
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By JESSE R. WILSON
General Secretary, Student Volunteer Move:ment

Ate More Missionaries
Needed and Wanted?

Soonet or later, therefore, all of us interested are going
to realize that we face a very serious situation-a situation
which will continue serious umil we can give to students and
young people generally an adequate answer to the question:
"Are more foreign missionaries needed and wanted?" The
Christian nationals have already given their part of the
answer. And the Churches, I believe, are beginning to give
theirs-in the only way in which it can be given; namely, by
increased missionary giving and a consequent increase in the
number of outgoing missionaries.

i i
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My ANSWER [Q studems who ask this question centers
around what is happening to the artitude of Chtistian

nationals and what is happening in the Churches. In all
it is a six-fold answer as follows:

1. For 1930 the mission boards and missionary-sending so
cieties of the United States and Canada have listed with the
Student Volunteer Movement calls for 1,114 new missionaries.
Of these 492 are for men and 622 are for women. All of
these calls represent real needs on the mission fields. For
the most part they have originated in the councils of the
Christian national leaders, have been approved by the missions,
and have undergone a culling and selective process in the
boards. They do, therefore, represent real and approved needs.

It is true that of this number 445 are marked "provisional."
This means that although the boards would like to send out
the emire number during the year 1930, at the present time
funds are available for sending out only 669. It is well to
remember, however, that these calls are listed with us at
about the middle of the fiscal year of most of the boards, and
the situation can, and sometimes does, change for the better
as the end of the year is reached.

2. With these facts in mind, when we hear these days some
one say that the boards are not calling for missionaries, we
ought to ask, "What boards?" There is a great danger of
generalization on the basis of insufficient data. It is true
that certain boards in recent years have been calling for
very few, if any, new missionaries. But when 558 new mis.
sionaries actually sailed in 1927, and 667, or an increase of
109 over the preceding year, sailed in 1928, and when, further,
there are 1,114 openings listed for 1930, it is not fair to
say that the boards are not caJ/ing for missionaries. (Statistics
for new missionaries sailing in 1929 are not yet compiled.)
The January, 1930, issue of the Student Volunteer Movement
Bulletin will show just which Boards are calling for mission.
aries and what rype of worker is needed.

3. Further, a real answer to this question as to the need
for new missionaries must take into consideration not only
present calls and present conditions but also the significance
of present trends. If the trend is still downward, few mis.
sionaries will be called for in the future; if, on the other hand,

(Continued on page 20)

FEW persons, least of all students themselves, realize how
far this situation has gone. It has not been a marter of

great concern to the Churches because, up till now, for the
comparatively small number of new missionaries needed, they
have been able to draw on the reserves of student volunteers
of other years-those who formed a missionary purpose when
the financial condition of the boards and the conditions on
the fields were different. But for those mission boards which
have begun again to seek missionaries in larger numbers (or
in any considerable number at all) it is becoming increasingly
difficult to find well-qualified candidates.

This is because the further we get away from the years
when there were plenty of students preparing for missionary
service to those years in the immediate past when there has
been a great falling off in numbers~ those prepared to go
become increasingly scarce. It is not difficult, to be sure,
to find those who are willing to go, but willingness to go
is not the only qualification needed. Now, as never before,
because of the changes of recent years, the sending agencies
must find people who combine with willingness Christian
faith and experience, exceptionally high training and arti
tudes and aptitudes which make them altogether worthy of
being sent as representatives to the younger churches of the
East.

FEBRUARY, 1930

I N RECENT years even those studems most inclined to
be interested in foreign missions have had some real
misgivings as to the future of the enterprise. These mis

givings are traceable largely to two causes: the low financial
condition of practically all the Church mission boards and
the spirit of self determination on the part of the Christian
leaders (nationals) of the missionary-receiving coumries.

In response to the first situation, students, with a justifiable
worldly wisdom, have said: "Why should we volunteer for
foreign missionary service when the lack of funds and the
consequent inability of the boards to send out new mission
aries make it extremely doubtful if we can ever get to the
mission fields?" In response to the attitude (true or alleged)
of .the Christian national leaders, they have reasoned: "If
the fine Christian Chinese, Japanese, Indians, and others
raised up on the mission fields are taking over the leadership
of the work and are saying that from now on they can get
along fairly well without the missionary, why should we
thrust ourselves upon them?"

The result of this reasoning has been a decided decrease
since 1921 in the number of college men and women offer
ing themselves for foreign missionary service. Other forces
also have been at work contributing to the same end, but
none have been more potent than this reaction to the de
crease in the number of out-going missionaries and to the
transference, on many fields, of initiative and responsible
leadership from the missionary to the non.missionary leaders.

I
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The Spofford Hom.. (or Problem Childr"n. K3n.':l> Cirr, Mo.

Normalizing
at Spofford

Jerry
HOlne

B)' MRS. FRED LAMB
Vicc,Prcsidc1H, Board of Directors

J
ERRY lay in a he;lp on ell<: 1100r; he kicked, he howlc:d,
he cbwed the air and tried to bite everyone who carne
nt::lr. His mother stood by, cOJ.xing and thre-Jtt:nin,l; b),

rums, but each time she spoke co him, Jerry grew more strenu.
ous in his demonstration of anger.

"Leave him co me" said the smiling supervisor at Spofford
Home co the tired mother.

The mother realizinr: th;lt there was nothinr: else dut she
could do left the chill in his fit of anger. L

Jerry was an,L;ry because his mother had not brought him
dIe bicycle which he had Jen1.1ndeJ that she bring him on
her first yisit to his new home. \;;'hen she had ldt him Jt
Spofford Home he Iud said: "You Jon'r Jast come thout t1ut
bicycle" and had slammed the door after her. TIle worker had
cold the mother she must not bring Jerry the bicycle.

jerry's parents had a ncar little house in the suburbs and
with their bJ.by had li\'ed \'ery luppily. The mother became
ill and after her operation was weJk and ner,ous. Jetr), h,ld
alwa}'S been scrong willed and he soon found his mother WJ.S
not :tble co cope with him. Rather than be anno)'ed by his
screaming and kicking, she would promise him almoS[ any.
thing he wanted. But with doctor's bills 10 pay, in addition
co the regular expenses, it was impossible co humor Jerry's
every whim. It was decided co uke him to Spofford Home
while his modler regained her healrh. It did not rake Jerry
very long co find out that he could not "get by" with his
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tantrums here. He WJ.S put in a room by himself whcncvt'f
he showed signs of a comin.r: :lftJ.d:. A show of this kind
was no fun without an audience. Ont" dar he offert:d the in.
forffiJ.tion th:\[ he hJ.d nlmed o\'(:r a new Itaf and WJ.S };oin.t:.
to be mother's helper. Jerry returned home, a wiser and better
bor. The sociJI worker \'isited them often and the mother
reports that not onct" Ius Jerrr Iud a temper tantrum since
his rerum, and thJ.t he is indt'ed a helper co both her and
his dJ.ddr,

T OM WJ5 a thin.faced bd of eight )'eJrs, a child who would
not look anyone in the eyt's and who seemed unablt: to

di~tin,t:uish the truth from the untruth. He would run away
fr,)m home and sta)' aW,l)' uncil the Wt-e small hours of the
morninr:. He was a COrmetH (() school J.uthorities, to friend~,

relati\"C~ and nei,t;hbors. His aunt and uncle lon·d him dearly
and were ready to ffiJ.kc anr s,lcrifice to help the little fellow
make the rrorc:r adjustments to his social siruJ.tion, but it wa~

CO no a\'ail; so finally a,CJ.imt the diaates of their he,1rlS the.-y
brou,cht him to Spofford Home. After a careful dia;::nosis,
the rsychiatri~t and workers of the home decided to bre.1k :III
contact between the child and his re!:Iti\'es, to insist th:lt the
boy look cycr)'one in the eyes when talkins to them, to sur
with him until each t.1.Sk W.1S finished, to watch him doseh'
to pre\'ent his runnin,t.: aWJ}', to be .1.S certain .1.S possible tha't
he told the truth about thinp, and to be gentle with him so
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T HE new policy for the home is to make it a study home
for the problem child. Most of our children come to us

because there is some question in regard to their future care
and training. This problem may be caused by sickness, death
or separation in the home, or it may be because of some less
concrete reason. On account of lack of understanding of the
child, irregularities in the home life, or for many other rea
sons, a child may have been unable to adjust itself to school,
society or home. It is our work to discover the cause of the
child's maladjustment, to counteract it in our Home, and to
make a plan for his future which will enable him to go out
in the world equipped for a happy, useful life. After careful
investigation by our social worker, also careful physical ex
amination and a mental test, children sent by the public
schools, Mental Hygiene Society, children's organizations and
private individuals are admitted to tbe Home.

The charge for such service is based upon the family re
sources as stated by the social case worker, in conference with
the superintendent of the Home. However, it has been found
necessary to admit some children witham compensation. The
home life of the children here is much like that of children
everywhere; school, play, housework, music lessons, and prac.
tice ./ill the day. And in the evening the older ones gather
around a table to prepare their lessons while the younger
ones play or listen to a story.

FEBRUARY, 1930

Story Hour, Spofford Home.

A specially trained teacher, supplied by the Board of Edu
cation, gives our children the individual attention which many
of them need in order to bring them up to the high standard
maintained by Kansas City schools. Our school is used as an
experiment station in which the child is studied and the type
of school training needed is determined.

In our work with the children and plans for them we have
the help of a psychiatrist, pediatrician, and dentist. When
necessary they are taken to the clinics for treatment.

The capacity of the Home is twenty-four children; twelve
boys and twelve girls. Children are admitted who are in the
school grades between the first and fifth. In addition to the
children in residence, the Home has supervision over an equal
number in private homes; several of these are older girls,
who are making their own way by helping with the house
work or care of children while they attend high school.

A number of smaller children having parents who can help
with the expenses, are being boarded in families where they
have all the advantages of a natural home and good Christian
training. The foster mothers are women whose children have
grown up and left home, or women who have never been
blessed with children of their own. These are never sent to
homes where there are more than three or four children.
Several have found homes with loving parents who have long
desired to take a child as their own. If both child and par.
ents are satisfied after they have lived together for a year,
the child may be legally adopted. All of the children who
are in outside homes are visited frequently by case workers.

All of this new problem greatly increases the cost of our
wo.rk, but it is a "greater thing to build a man than a man.
sian, 'a greater thing to build a citizen than a city," And
greatest of dl to plant the love of God in the heart of a child.

Twelve years have brought many changes. Spofford Home,
at one time in the beautiful residential parr of the city, is now
completely surrounded by changed conditions. A. new location
is greatly to be desired, and with our new type of work a mod
ern, up-co.date building is almost a necessity.

;"
~' .

he would not be afraid. The end is
not yet but the child has come a long.
way. Now, after a few months, he is
permitted to see his loved ones and
they come anel go without the fotmet
weeping. He is much happier, tells the
truth more, no longer runs away, looks
folks in rhe eye wirh less fear, and does
his work better.

T HESE are just two of the problem
children that are being helped at

Spofford Home in Kansas City, Mis
souri. In the twelve years since the
opening of the Home more than a
thousand homeless children have been
cared for. Some of them have been
adopted, some have been sent to other
institutions, a few have been kept until
they finished high school, and the
homes of some have been reunited or
changed so that the children could re
turn to them.

These twelve years have seen a
marked development in the study and
care of the child. New forms of work
have sprung up, new methods of work
have been found successful, and new
ideals and visions of greater usefulness have inspired literally
hundreds of people to give of their time and interest in help
ing some handicapped child to have a chance to solve the
problem of life. Meanwhile, too, the social work of Kansas
City has grown, and the needs of today differ from those of
twelve years ago.

In line with the developments in child welfare Spofford
Home has changed its type of work and enlarged its activities,
in order that its work may conform to the most advanced
methods.



Are More Missionaries Needed and Wanted?
(Continued from page 17)
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the trend is upward, then more will be needed and there is
a greater challenge to students to prepare for missionary
service. That the trend is upward now is unmistakable. The
best evidence is in the figures already given above-SS8 new
missionaries in 1927; 667 in 1928; and, although figures for
1929 are not yet available, there is reason for believing that
there has been an increase for 1929 over 1928.

But other evidence, also, justifies us in believing that the
Churches must and will take their missionary responsibiliry
more seriously in the future than they have in the past and will
be sending out an increased number of missionaries. One fact
is that we are still far below the "replacement level." In
other words, Canada and the United States are responsible
for about four.sevenths of the entire Protestant .missionary
work of the world; or at least in the past we have sent out
about four.sevenths of the missionary force. Nothing has
happened to bring abour a decrease in this proportion.

Without giving here the detailed calculation, let me say
that with this as a basis of reckoning, these two North Ameri.
can countries ought to send out every year more than one
thousand new appointees simply to keep the number of mis.
sionaries effective at the front up to the present numerical
status. This allows for no advances in personnel at. all; and
it means on the other hand that to the extent that we fail to
send a few more than a thousand each year to that same
extent are we actually reducing the foreign missionary staff.
This is what we have been doing now for several years. Even
if we should send out as many as 800 each year, the entire
staff would still be reduced yearly, through death and retire.
ment, by more than 200.

We do not believe that when this fact becomes generally
known the Church is going to continue its present retrench.
ment policy. Already there are signs of new life, and as the
full report of what was said and done and experienced in
the great Jerusalem meeting of the International Missionaty
Council, Easter, 1928, gets over to the chutches, there will
surely be a more serious and effective resumption of our full
missionary responsibility. Christian men and women cannot
seriously face the implications of Jerusalem without doing
something to help.

4. Another patt of the answer to this big question is
found in the appeals which are coming from Christian nat
ionals of all lands. It is true that following the war that
spirit of self.determination which manifested itself in so
many quarters found expression also on the mission fields.
This caused many leading Christian Japanese, Chinese, Indians,
and others to say things which sounded very much as if they
thought the missionary in the future was quite easily to be
dispensed with in the evangelization of their own lands.

It is true, further, that real and significant changes in the
relation of nationals to missionaries have taken place, changes
in which all who rightly undetstand what has happened reo
joice. But it is also true that as the Christian nationals have
gotten under the load a bit more than was formerly the case,
they have come to know as never before just how great a
load it is and, in the finest Christian spirit of concern and
comradeship, are now asking in no unmistakable terms for
help from the West, in both personnel and funds. To give
anything like a representative list of these appeals from the
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Christian leadets of other lands is not possible within the
limits set for this atticle, but if anyone wants the evidence it
may besecuted by writing to the Student Volunteer Move.
ment, New York City.

5. At this point a further word needs to be said. The calls
from the Church boards, or even from the Christian nationals,
ought never to be the absolute standard by which Christian
young men and women determine their response to the world
situation in which we find ourselves. There is only one abo
solute standard-the unmet or inadequately met needs of the
world. We should face these frankly, determine what ought
to be done, be alert to the lead which comes to us from God,
and then as we follow this lead to draw heavily on those
reserves of divine wisdom and power which alone can make
us sufficient for the task.

All too often young pepple allow the complacency of
indifference or lack of resources of the Church to make for
them an alibi which they ought never to use. If the Church
is not alert and responsive to world needs, then they are
partly to blame; and as they grow older the blame is increas.
ingly theirs. Nothing would so stir the Church of today, arous
ing it to simpler living and more sacrifical service, than a
generation of young people, clear.eyed, fearless, progressive,
and determined in Christ's name to bring to men and women
and little children everywhere that fulness and perfection of
light and life which the Father wants all to enjoy.

Men without God, whole areas of life not yet brought
under the sway of His love, fears to be dissipated, sins to
be forgiven and stopped, wrongs to be righted on every hand
-these are the real answers to the question as to whether or
not more missionaries are needed.

6. Only one point remains to be made, and that is, that
even though the year 1929 is wimessing a big increase in
the number of students offering themselves for foreign mis.
sionary service (the increase in the Student Volunteer Move.
ment is more than one hundred per cent ovet last year), this
increase is wholly inadequate even to present needs. If we
are right in saying the calls are increasing and will increase,
the inadequacy of the present supply of volunteers is still
more serious. The number of Student Volunteers (a fair index
to the number of students purposing to become missionaries,
though not inclusive of all who are so doing) is even below
the number of outgoing missionaries. As indicated above,
this means that we are fast using up the reserves of other
years. (On the average about five years elapse between the
time a student signs the Movement's declaration of purpose
and the time he is ready to seek an appointment.)

Further, when we remember that the records of the past
show that we must have many more purposing to go and
preparing to go than can ever be sent out (by reason of failure
of some to meet the high standards of appointment, family
and health obstacles which prove insurmountable, etc.), the
number of volunteers must be greatly increased if in the future
the failure of the Church to send people out is not to be
traceable more to a genuine lack of well.qualified candidates
than to a lack of funds. This ought never to be; and, know.
ing the idealism and unselfishness of many of our finest and
best students today, I believe it will never be if the true ,itua.
tion is presented and the real challenge made.
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THE JERUSALEM ,THAT Now Is
ff"\R. JOHN R. MaTT, President International Missionary Council" leading Protestant
~ missionary organi2;ation of the world. The meeting of the Council was held in the city

of Jerusalem, March 24·April 8, 1928, and Dr. Matt was its guiding personality. The
significance of the Jerusalem meeting in its influence upon the missionary situatIon of the
world makes us think of "the Jerusalem that now is" as still a shadow of the "Jerusalem that

is above,"
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'f0 t.~e delegates ~t tendmg the. Intern~t!6nal Missionary Council no s~reet was more
familiar than David Street. ThiS street runs from west to east on a kmd of embank,
ment formed of subterranean arches. The two main streets of the city are David Street

and Damascus Street,- traversing the city' almost at right angles. As one enters the Jaffa Gate..
',with the ancient Tower of David to the righ t, one walks straight east on ,David Street to

the middle of the Temple Area.

Davi4 Strut.

lntemational Missionary COllncil. March 24·April 8: 1928.
Council picture t<i1{en on the side of tile hill. with tower of

Cou,neil building in the bac~gTOllnd.
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Members of couneil from the-United States and Canada. Dr.
Cram. Dr. Endicott of Canada, Dr. Speer. Dr. Inman. Mrs
Nicholson, Stanley Jones, Dr. Matt, and Fennell 'TurneT

in tIle gTOlip.



Members of council from Canada and United
States. Robert Wilder. Fennell 'Turner, Fletcher
Broc~man. and Robert Speer seen in ths

foreground.
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International MissiOllar\l Council Jerusalem. Members from
Canada and United States. the city of Jerusalem clearly seen

in the bac~ground.

A GOOD example of the crooked Jerusalem street is the "Street of the Chain" above.
See how the street rises ina broad, shallow stairway, and how the archways curve to
the right. The costumes of the people are interesting. The streets are usually crowded

with people, Jews, Arabs and Turks, trading, shouting, chattering. In the summer, especially,
the atmosphere is close and stifling,

'The Strat of the Chain
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Internalionel Missionarv Council. Jerusale
. foreground: Unts and liuts where delegate;

-which meeti:ngs were held. In the bac~g:
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IntemaUonal· Mis.~ionary Council.
Sallatorium on Mount of Olives

meetings were held.
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KING Solomf'tl Street is a good study in light anu
shadow. Owing to the scarcity of wood, the
houses arc built entirely of stone. While David

built the city, Solomon enlarged and beautilied it. Hence,
also, the association of his name. Near the Damascus
Gate is a great cavern known as "Solomon's· Quarry."
It was by the direction of his father, King David, that

Solomon built the original Temple.
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InteTllationaJ Missionary Council, Jerusalem.
Members from China.
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'fHE Tyrqpaeum, otherwise known as the Tyropoeon
. or Cheese-Mongers' Valley. Jerusalem is built upon

two prominent hills, Mt. Zion and Mt. Moriah.
The valley lying between these hills was the Tyropoeon.
At the time of our Lord it was probably spanned by a
great bridge which reached from the Temple Area to
the hill opposite. It is now so filled with the rubbish of

the centuries as almost to have disappeared.

'The 'fyropl1etlm
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,mic "ielL' of the city is shown. In
sed. On left: German SanatorilLm in
1t-City of JeTllsalem; left-Russii1l1
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'The Citadel. David's 'Tower, so
called from the tradition that David
once had his palaa here, .'The cita
del' is locaud on the northwestern
corner of Mt, Zion, and at the
northwest corner of the citadel is
a tower forty·Jive fut squau,
~nown as "David's 'Tower," David
captured the stronghold from the
Jebusites and built a city which, be
came the capital of the larger kmg
dom of Israel and Judah, Hena.
the association of his name
'·'David" S t r e e t and "David's

Citadd."
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'The Wailing Wall, the mourning
place of the Jews over the downfall
of the city. the custom probably
beginning as early as the Middle
Ages.. Here, especially on Friday
afternoons. the Jews gather to be
wail the de~olation of Jerusal.em
and pray for .the restoration of the
glory of Israel. 'The Wall of
\Vailing was recently the sane of
the distressing massacres 'of Jews
by the Moslems, because the Mos
lems charge that the Jews were
desecrating the Dome of the. Rock
of which. they claim, the Wailing

Wall is a part.
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An ATab cafe. ]Xote the high
vaulted ceiling. and tile head·
dTesses of the men. 'The cafe· is
laTgdy the centeT of sociability. At
the tables in these crowded centeTS.
especially do the ATabs gather to
I;ossip. and tTade. 'The stool in the
IOTegTound has an oddly familiaT
loo~. as if it might have.. come. fTom

'OUT own SoutheTll hills. .

StTUt neaT the r emple aTea. ]Xote
the narrowness of the stTut and
the way in which it is vaulted oveT
in successive aTchways. 'This is
chaTactaistic of JeTUsalem stTUts ex·
cept that it pTesents a stTaight vista
while most of them aTe cToo~ed.

Sometimes a stoTe ·OT usidence is
divided by the stTUt, the aTch oveT
the narrow stTut cOnnecting· the

two sections of the house.
\
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C"r'HE Gate of the Chain, one of the seven gates· into the Dome of the. Rock, the Moslem
1 structure which now occupies the site of the ancient Temple, regarded by the Moslems

as the holiest of all places after Mecca. There are many things of interest inside the en
closure of the Dome. Pilgrims must remove their shoes when they enter here.
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By SYLVANUS M. DUVALL
Professor of Religious Education in Scarritt College

Nashville, 'Tennessee

The Home as a School tor the
Training of Citizenship

/

THE ideal of good citizenship held by many is limited
to rathet negative qualities which keep one from in
juring or proving a burden to his fellow men. Thus

if a man supports himself and his family, pays his debts, obeys
the law reasonably well, refrains from the grosser sins, and
believes and acts as the community thinks proper, he is con
sidered a good citizen.

For the Christian, however, good citizenship must have a
far larger meaning. The good citizen must not only be harm
less; he must contribute positively; he must not be content
merely to live up to the standard demanded of him by the
community; he must go far beyond it; must seek to lead and
transform the community standards.

Good citizenship, then, as understood here includes a sen
sitivity to all matters which concern human welfare, and an
active interest in promoting worthy ideals. The good citizen
as a parent takes his task seriously. He is not content merely
with providing for his family materially, but regards himself
primarily as an educator, and makes an earnest effort to
develop the characters of his children. To this end he studies
diligently.

He strives to educate his children to become free, happy,
and worthy members of a society and to make his home a
center from which emanate the highest and best influences.
He is concerned about his community; works to promote sani
taty conditions, to build and maintain parks and playgrounds;
he wants the most efficient and best schools and churches for
the children, even at the cost of higher taxes. He seeks also
to contribute through his vocation.

If he is a business man, people are to him, not primarily
opportunities for making money for himself, but fellow human
beings with needs to be met, and with whom he wishes to

co·operate in marters of common interest for all. He feels a
responsibility for good government, and the policies of his
nation, and always he places spiritual ideals above financial
considerations. Never is he content with reaching merely the
standards of his social group; he insists upon a higher and
nobler plane of Christian thinking and living.

ONE of the most challenging situations confronting the
Church today is the evident decline of religious teaching

in the home. When this decline first became apparent, many
of the more thoughtful Christian leaders believed that the
Church itself should step into the gap and artempt to supply
this deficiency. They therefore began to place increasing em
phasis upon the Church school and to work to increase its
effectiveness, to prepare better curricular materials, to train
teachers, to have better buildings and equipment, and to
establish week-day schools of religion.
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Such efforts certainly deserve the hearty support of all
Christians. In recognizing their importance, however, we
should not overestimate their possibilities. It is increasingly
evident that no institution, not even the Church school, can
ever replace the home as an agency for religious education,
no matter how greatly it may be improved and extended.
The mere matter of time would make an adequate program
impossible.

Half of the children of the country are not in the Church
school, and even those who do artend receive only from a
half hour to an hour of religious instruction a week. If to
this we could add week-day instruction, the amount of rime
would hardly total more than two or three hours a week at
the most.

FURTHERMORE, the Church does not get the child until
the most favorable opportunity for the building of ideals

has passed. It is now clearly understood that the first few
years are the most impressionable, and that personality and
character can then most effectively be made or marred. The
increasing interest in the study of the pre.school child and
the nursery school movement are significant comments on the
growing recognition of this fact. In this most important of
periods, the home alone can function effectively.

To this must be added the fact that the educational pos
sibilities presented by the home can hardly be duplicated in
the Church school for children of any age. To begin with,
the life is more real and vivid and the contacts more intimate.
Both parents and children understand each other far berter
than can pupils and teachers who are comparative strangers.

The children do not merely sit atound tables and hear
stories; they work and play and plan; they have quarrels and
disputes; they face situations which call for actual conduct.
And since ideals are to permeate and transform the whole
of life, they must be learned where life is lived. The home
furnishes incomparable opportunities for education in Chris
tian citizenship.

W HAT can the home do to help make good citizens? In
the first place, it is important that the parents themselves

hold right attitudes. In some instances children will, to be sure,
b~lieve their playmates or others not members of the family
more quickly than they will their own parents. But however
this may be, the influence of the ideals of the parents is
great, if not dominant.

It is well known that children tend to follow the opinions
of their parents in political marters, religious and moral opin
ions, and racial artitudes, often becoming merely bigoted little
partisans of parental prejudices. But if the ideals of the
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parents be worrhy, they may exen a highly beneficial infiu.
ence upon the life of the child. In some instances whole
families of children have, when grown, rendered distinguished
service. Such results must be attributed in large pan to the
direct teaching of the parents in the home.

Perhaps the most effective means of so teaching is to bring
the child into touch with the noblest aspirations of mankind.
The Christian should realize as early as possible that in his own
soul and in that of his colored brother on the other side of the
city, and his yellow brother on the other side of the world;
in the words and deeds of great leaders and in the inatticu.
late feelings of the masses there surge deep longings and holy
ambitions; that his essential unity is, not with any racial or
national group, but with the soul of mankind and with its
source, God.

YET such direct teaching is futile unless based upon the
example of the parents. Those who wish to develop in

their children the habit of going to Sunday school and Church
should realize that they are not likely to be successful if they
merely urge their children to go. Parents who wish success
in building loyalty to the Church must not merely send them;
they must take them where they themselves go.

We often blame such characteristics as laziness, temper,
and vulgarity in children upon heredity. More often they
result from the home atmosphere created by the example of
the parents. The mother who cheats the ice.man and dodges
the bill.collector is wasting her time if she tries to teach her
children to be honest. And if her children steal, she should
first punish herself.

The reasons why children lie are many and varied. But
not the least of these is the fact that they have been lied to
by their parents; about Santa Claus; about sex; about the
plans and hopes of the family, thus teaching the child that
deceit is right whenever it suits our convenience, and that
our ideals are themselves lies developed for the purpose of
manipulating others.

ON THE other hand, parents whose conduct is worrhy of
emulation should take great care that their examples

become evident to their children. How often have we lost
valuable opportunities for education by our failure to share
with our children our more serious work and decisions!

Many parents living lives of great usefulness confine their
relations with their children to the play level. They will help
them play with blocks, ride them on their backs, make boats
and whistles for. them, and help them dress their dolls. Valu.
able as such relationships are, they are incomplete. For chilo
dren gain thereby no contact with the more serious problems
of life in which spiritual ideals are most crucially involved,
and fail to see the significance of the ideals and conduct of
their parents.

It is true that children can have no adequate understanding
of more complicated social problems with which their par
ents may be concerned. But there seems to be no reason why
they should not be brought to at least realize their existence
and something of their significance, and in cenain instances
this has actually been done.

A group of primary children in the Union School of Reli
gion of New York City became interested in the disarmament
conference being held in Washington in 1922. Wishing to
do their bit to bring about world peace, they inscribed a
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message, "Please stop fighting," which was forwarded to the
President with a letter of explanation.

A little girl whose father was tremendously concerned
about unemployment once went to him with the following
suggestion: "Father, let's you and I get up tonight after dark,
and dig up the road. Then the men will have to fix it, and
they can get work." A crude suggestion, to be sure, but it
evidenced a genuine interest resulting in a careful thinking
and the formulation of a proposed solution.

Needless to say, when the girl grew to be a woman she
became a prominent leader in the efforts to improve the con
ditions of the workers! Unusual children, you will say. Per
haps, but every normal child can at least understand the fact
that many children like himself have to go hungry, and are
deprived of the advantages which he enjoys.

It seems cenain that we have greatly underestimated the
capacity of children to understand and participate in the moral
struggle. Giving them every opportunity to do so is one of
the most fruitful possibilities, as yet almost untouched, for
the education of Christian citizenship.

pERHAPS the most readily available opportunities for citi-
zenship training in the home, however, arise out of moral

crises. Wherever the desires of the child conflict with the
desires and interests of others is the chance of developing
Christian ideals par excellence.

John and his sister both want the biggest banana, or the
same toy, or Mary insists that her mother stay home from
the meeting to read to her. To guide children through such
conflicts so that the interests of all concerned will receive
adequate consideration and be scrupulously regarded, and to
teach them increasingly to adjust their own disputes fairly
and justly without either fighting or adult interference, such
is the opportunity given the parents as to no other educators.

It is not only in conflict situations, however, that the par.
ents can function. The attitude of the child may well be
conditioned permanently by the way in which the parent
handles his first experiences. If, during the child's first thun.
der storm, the parent quakes and cringes, and shows evident
fear, the child may thereby learn to be terrified by them for
the remainder of his life. If the parent is delighted at the
brilliant flashes, the child may learn to rejoice in the same
experience.

If the first experiences of the child with birrh and sex are
met with evasion and smirking, the child may thereafter react
with either obscenity or embarrassment. If the facts are ex·
plained without embarrassment or any unusual tone of voice
a wholesome attitude will be developed which will tend to
make the child permanently immune to indecencies in any
form.

If financial reverses, for example, are met with great
excitement and forebodings, the child may learn to be an
alarmist and a poor spon about his reverses. If met with
intelligence and poise we have parents who are tJ;aining their
children to possess that equanimity which will prove one of
their most valuable assets throughout life.

Space has permitted us here to but suggest a few of the
means which can be employed by the home in educating for
citizenship. But the possibilities and responsibilities for such
training lie so overwhelmingly with the home that we may
almost say that the coming of the Kingdom on ea.nh awaits
only consecrated and intelligent parenthood.
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Annual Meeting Woman's Missionary Council
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certificates will be validated until the Agent appointed by the
railroads is able to determine as to whether the required
number of persons have artended the meeting.

The dates of sale for these tickets in the Southeastern and
Southwestern Division are March 8-14; from more remote
points the dates will be early enough for the purchaser to

reach Amarillo in time for the meeting. No ticket bought
after the last selling date can be validated. Validation dates
are March 12-15 and 17-18. The last honoring date is
March 21.

Delegates are urged to come to the meeting by rail, for the
minimum artendance guaranteeing the rate of one and one
half fare for the round trip is one hundred and fifty persons;
it is also true that the required number of certificates will nOI
only secure the rate for those coming a great distance, but
our appreciation of the courtesy of the railroads thus expressed
will assist the Council in securing rates next year.

MRS. F. F. STEPHENS, President.
MRS. F. S. PARKER, Secretary.

by so many conferences and sacraments dedicated to the broth
erhood of man and the fatherhood of God, met with Mrs.
Johnson and Miss Estelle Haskin who accompanied her. Ten
Negro women representing six Southern states were present
at this meeting. Together they discussed conditions in the
South, and as a result of these discussions the committee
drew up a paper setting forth plainly and dispassionately
the race siruation as the Negro women saw and experienced it.

In Oerober of the same year Mrs. Johnson presented this
paper to the memorable Memphis meeting of the Inter-racial
Commission which was attended by a hundred white women
and at which Dr. M. Ashby Jones and Dr. W. W. Alexander
were present.

This was the beginning of the woman's work on the Com
mission. With Mrs. Johnson in the vanguard, women were
inspired to learn-plans were broadened and interests deep
ened; soon the work was actually begun. The women blazed
new trails, enlisted new agencies, added new friends, and
after every meeting unfalteringly pledged and declared them
selves to insist upon justice and fair play for all.

Those who carried on the work that Mrs. Johnson so nobly
began continued to press forward. The Commission has
outgrown the expectations of even the most sanguine of its
founders. There are active organizations in nearly every state
of the South and churches, business groups, women's clubs
white and colored, are being drawn into the inter-racial pro
gram.

Through all this we see how mysteriously moves the hand
of God. A little more than ten years ago the women of
the land were planning, praying, and saving for the boys
who filled the trenches to make the world safe for Democracy.
Needles clicked, machines hummed, yatds upon yards of
bandages were rolled up--not for white boys, or for Negro

(Continued on page 36)

T HE Twentieth Annual Meeting of the Woman's Mis
sionary Council of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, will be held in Polk Street Church, Amarillo,

Texas, March 13-18, 1930.
The Council will meet in executive session the 12th and

13th. The first open session will be held Thursday evening.
At that time Dr. Sidney 1. Gulick will deliver an address
concerning International Relations around the Pacific Basin.
Through the succeeding days an interesting and inspiring pro
gram will be presented. This will culminate Tuesday eve
ning in the service for the consecration of candidates for
service in home and foreign fields.

Reduced rates according to the certificate plan have been
granted by Passenger Associations within our territory, pro
vided there are at least 150 persons present who have traveled
to Amarillo by rail and paid not less than sixty-seven cents
for the ticket. On the purchase of a ticket a certificate must
be secured as a guarantee of the purchase, and the certificate
should be presented as soon as possible to the Secretary of
the Councilor the one delegated by her to receive it. No

A Pioneer in Inter,;racial Work

the confidence of the colored group. This she did through
her artitude and her straight-forward, unswerving, and genu
ine method of approach at all times, and under all circum
stances.

She immediately began the study of conditions among
Negroes in the South. This study included information relative
to the Negro in the home, the church, the school, and the
community. Numerous letters were sent; individually and
collectively people were approached on the subject; frequent
conferences were held at strategic points. So full was she of
inspiration herself, that she inspired others. Her addresses
were always based on faers, and delivered in so convincing a
way that she won the confidence and interest of her audiences.
Mrs. Johnson never had the slightest timidity in making
known the findings that grew out of her intensive study. She
became more and more enthusiastic and interested in this
work as time passed, and each day unfolded to her new truths
and new secrets on existing conditions. •

In August 1920, the National Federation of Colored
Women's Clubs held .its annual meeting at Tuskegee Institute.
Hundreds of women from all parts of the country were present
to discuss and plan for the many problems that confront
women everywhere. Mrs. Johnson attended this meeting.
It was here she got a "close-up" on Negro women, the aston
ishing advancement they had made, and something of their
ideas, ideals, and aspirations. Upon being introduced to this
body, she rose to the emergency as she always did. Unhesi
tatingly she greeted them as intelligent, educated, and refined
women. In a very few words she told them of her mission
to Tuskegee, and expressed a hope that the program she was
attempting to launch would be successful.

The day after the National Federation had closed its meet
ing, a small group of women moved quietly away to the Oaks,
and there in Booker Washington's study, a room Plade sacred
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The Sixtieth Anniversary of the

Woman's Missionary Society
of the Methodist Episcopal Church

By MRS. ]. W. PERRY
Who Represented the Woman's Missionary Council of the
Methodist Episcopal Church, South, as its Fraternal Delegate

T HE celebration of the ~ixtieth.anniv~rs~ry of the..organ
ization of the Woman s Foreign MISSIOnary Society of
the Methodist Episcopal Church was held in Memorial

Hall, Columbus, Ohio, October 27-30, 1929. This celebra.
tion was in connection with and followed immediately the
annual meeting of the General Executive Committee which
was held in King Avenue Methodist Church of Columbus.

There were unmistakable evidences of years of planning,
of untiring and efficient labor on the part of the committee
in charge of the program. Mrs. F. 1. Johnson was chairman
of the committee and she proved herself a master of the att.
There could be no doubt of the heatty and enthusiastic co
operation on the patt of the people of Columbus in perfecting
the local plans. Every detail had been given careful attention.

To one who had visited the Centenary Exposition held in
Columbus in 1918 there were many features of the program
that brought to mind some of the colorful and spectacular
presentations of missionary activities and achievements on that
occasion.

The immense crowds that filled the Hall at each service
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Mrs. Thomas Nicholson,
President, Woman's Foreign Missionary Society.
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and ran over into overflow meetings held in a nearby Meth
odist Church also brought to mind the throngs that attended
the Centenary celebration.

T HE committee had anticipated an attendance of about
three thousand. Instead there ~ere 5,713 who took the

pains to register and there could be no way of -checking up
the number who attended without registering. Perhaps this
organization had never in its history had so many of its mis
sionaries together. There were 121 furlough missionaries, 33
nationals and 25 outgoing missionaries present. These repre
sented work that is being carried forward in India,- China,
Japan, Korea, Europe, North and South Africa, Mexico, South
America, Malaya, Burma, and the Netherland Indies. The
messages of the missionaries and nationals were vibrant with
hope and confidence and gave assurance of a high type' of
Christian leadership being sent out and developed in these
various countries.

The program was based on the history and the achieve
ments of the organization. - The story of the sixtY years was
given by decades. Beginning with a presentation of the first
meeting of the Executive Committee, women in' the costumes
of 1869 gathered around a table and reproduced the happen
ings of that memorable occasion. This was followed by the
story of the first decade of the society given by one of the
officers of the Executive Committee.

A number of beautiful and s~riking demonstrations and
short pageants presenting the types of work enterprised dur
ing that first decade brought vividly to the audience the
growth and the expanding program of service. Thus were
the six decades of the history of the organization presented.

The special speakers on the program 'were: John R. Mott,
who gave the opening address on A Larger Evangelism; S. D.
Gordon, who led the noon Quiet Hour each day; Rollin
Walker, who gave the devotional message at the beginning
of the afternoon sessions; Mrs. Ella Boole, who spoke on
Prohibition a World-Wide Issue; Mrs. Henry W. Peabody,
whose subject was A World-Wide Fellowship of Christian
Women. Bishops Warne, Nicholson, Oldham, Hamilton, Mc
Dowell and McConnell were present and made important
contributions to the program. Mr. Homer Rodeheaver led
the singing. Sixteen fraternal delegates were present and were
introduced to the audience.

A s THIS celebration was in the nature of the sixtieth
birthday of the Mother Society, birthday gifts had a

prominent place in the arrangements. Three hundred thou.
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1
sand gifts had been sent from the many institutions, schools,
and colleges thtoughout the world for the birthday occasion.
Gifts for missionaries, gifts for various schools and other
enterprises were presented from the auxiliaries and conference
societies here in the United States. Large gifts were brought
from the eleven Branches for the Retirement Funds. In addi.
tion to all these gifts a goal of sixty one.thousand dollar gifts
from individuals had been set by the commirtee. When these
were presented, instead of having sixty, there were one hun.
dred and twelve one.thousand dollar gifts which were placed
in a handsome brass bowl, a gift from Burma, which was
held by Bishop Oldham.

It would not be possible in the allotted space to give even
briefly a resume of the program, but there are two features
that are deserving of special mention. On Monday evening a
World Banquet was given at the Deshler.Wallick Hotel.
More thall twelve hundred guests were seated in the banquet
hall and an overflow banquet was arranged in the crystal
dining room where several hundred more guests were accom.
modated; many others failed to secure a place. Some of these
were admitted and stood around the wall to hear the after.
dinner speeches.

A huge globe of the world was the outstanding decoration
for the speakers' table. Mrs. Thomas Nicholson, the able and
efficient president of the General Executive Committee, was
never more gracious than on this occasion when presiding
and introducing the speakers. She was flanked on either side
by the officers of the general society, the nationals and other
world guests who were to speak. Mrs. Induk Kim of Korea,
bright and witty, Miss Lorenzana, a lovely, vivacious Filipino,
Mrs. Thalia Baez, Miss Georgina of Bulgaria, Miss Yoshi
Tokunaga of Japan and a coterie of other bright and inter
esting young women spoke eloquently of the love and affec.
tion in which the Mother Society is held around the world.
Greetings were read from President and Mrs. Hoover by the
vice-president, Mrs. W. F. McDowell. The happiness of the
guests was made articulate in a number of impromptu speeches
limited to five words; many of them lengthened into five
times five words.

PERHAPS the service that will linger when other memories
fade will be the Sunrise Communion Service on the morn·

ing of the last day. Everything used in this service had been
sent as gifts for this occasion from the several mission fields.
The handsomely carved table was ptesented as a love token
from Japan; the exquisite tablecloth came from Mexico; a
beautiful silver pitcher from France; three thousand commun
ion cups from China, which the communicants were asked to
keep as a memento after partaking of the communion; eleven
hammered brass bowls or plates from Korea; North Africa
sent the hand.woven kneeling rugs; South Africa's gift was
a large rug of tiger skins; India sent five large brass three.
branched candelabra in which there were lighted candles of
the symbolic stewardship colors-green for prayer, crimson
for personality and purple for possessions; South America's
gift was a gorgeous green basket filled with red roses tied
with a purple bow. The scene in that early morning hour
can never be forgotten. "How Firm a Foundation" was sung
and as five bishops gathered around the table in the stately
ritual of consecration there was flashed on the wall on one
side the picture, Christ in Gethsemane, and on the other side
the words, "He is the propitiation for our sins, and not fot
ours only, but for the sins of the whole world."
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Miss Florence Hooper,
Treasurer.

At either side of the platform were tables and quietly and
reverently, as the ushers directed, the communicants came
from first one side and then the other, standing thtee deep
around the altar, all partaking simultaneously of the btead
and wine which they had received as they passed the table.
When they retired from the Communion they left the audio
torium that those who were waiting on the outside might
come in. ) I

For nearly three and a half hours the service continued.
The quietness of the massed worship was indescribable in its
power. More than four thousand persons came to that servo
ice. They began coming at two o'clock in the morning; at
three they began singing hymns. When the doors were opened
at five the house was filled to the last seat in the gallery, and
the throng kept coming through a mist of rain, to testify to
their faith in the redemption power of Him who said: "Do
this in remembrance of me." Looking on this scene, Bishop
Warne said: "The Pentecostal outpouring of the Holy Spirit
for which we are praying has begun at Columbus. Let us
continue to pray that Pentecost power may come to our people
here in the United States and in all lands."

Sidney Gulick on Peace Tour
Mrs. Fitzgerald S. Parker, Recording Secretary, Woman's

Missionary Council, announces that Dr. Sidney 1. Gulick,
Secretary of the Commission on International Justice and
Good Will of the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in
America, will address the Woman's Missionary Council in
Amarillo, Texas, Thursday evening, March 13th. It will be
possible for him to speak to some other groups in Amarillo
or in some cities which he will pass through as he journeys
to and from Amarillo. Anyone who would avail himself of
this great opportunity may address him at 105 East 22nd
Street, New York City.
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Miss Helen FatTier and one of the orphan
babies. Many such as this have been saved

from being buried with their mothers.

A FRICA may be said to be "the open sore of the
~ world," for there diseases of every kind are preva.

lent, especially the tropical diseases such as sleeping
sickness, leprosy, and tropical ulcers. Traveling into the in.
terior there is hardly a village that has not been visited by
the ravages of sleeping sickness. Oft times one finds that an
entire village has been wiped out.

The country is full of lepers; some come to us while they
are in the first stages of the disease, others come in the more
advanced stage~ when they have been suffering with the dis
ease for years; parts of the body may be completely ulcerated
and eaten away. Sometimes the patient is a child. Sometimes
a stalwart young man and only by close examination are we
able to diagnose his case as leprosy.

At Wembo Nyama, our cenual station, there are 150 lepers
who are being treated. There should be over 1,000, but we
are unable to take care of that number now because we haven't
the buildings to house them, nor the medicine with which to
treat them. Daily we turn them away, and, oh, how reluctantly
we do it. Years ago Bishop Lambuth prayed that the doors
of Africa might be open to us. Today those prayers are being
answered. The medical missionary finds a welcome and is
greeted with great joy upon his arrival in any native village
in the Congo.

The native assistants in the hospital are invaluable.' Several
have learned to administer anaesthesia to operative patients,

Glimpses
of Our

Miss Helen Farrier, our missionary nurse at Wembo Ny·
ama, is assisted by a staff of native boys whose faces we
see in this picture. They are responsive to every need.
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African

By

DORA JANE ARMSTRONG
Missionary

Work

others' are first assistants to the sutgeon; nearly all of them
can give intramuscular and intravenous injections, and still
others have learned to do the microscopic work.

The purpose is not only to help the leper physically by
treatments bur to give him religious instruction and through
the farm, the crafts, and the school to fit him for a useful
life. Even the most ulcerated leper finds there is still an
interest in life for him. Many receive their fitst message of
the Master's love and compassion for the sick of body and
soul. His first song of hope and courage is sung when he
feebly and haltingly blends his voice with those who have
already learned the hymns taught by the native evangelist. In
singing he forgets himself and is occupied, unconsciously, with
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Africa's "big game"! Not her elephants

with their ivory tusks, nor her lions and
leopards with magnificent skins, to be

shot with the foreigners' guns to adorn

the strangers' houses; but h~r young

life, to be hunted down, caught and

brought into that captivity to Christ

which is the truest liberty and the high'

est happiness of man.

the thoughts of the strange, new message to which he is
giving utterance. This is but the opening of the soul to the
wonderful message which the evangelist gives of a new life.

The farm is not only a means of help in financing the work
of the hospital, but a means of rehabilitation. The leper
patient needs the air and sunshine, and the farm work gives
him this and the exercise, too, which is beneficial. The past
few years since the farm work was begun, much of the food
such as rice, millet, and the manioc has been raised to feed
the patients of the colony. The work each day is assigned to
the various patients according to their strength and fitness for
the task. By this means they become self.sustaining and are
more likely to remain at the colony long enough to receive
permanent help from the medicine. An effort is being made
to find a suitable and adequate location whereby each leper
may have his own house and a small piece of ground for
his garden.

Some of the patients have come from homes of the pot.
making art, and this wotk has been started. Much interest
has been taken and in the Saturday markets they have found
ready sale for these pots. The more able.bodied go to the

"Helping to heal the open sore of the world." Here we
see a group of patients who are being treated at our Wem·
bo Nyama hospital. The nurse boys are in the background.

FEBRUARY, 1930

Kimbula Paulu and his wife. He heads the staff
of native nurses at Wembo Nyama hospital
and has proven himself efficient in many ways.

streams and bring the clay materials, while others shape and
burn the pots.

Each day a school period is held and the three R's are
taught to both young and old. One of the requisites for
church membership is to make an effort to learn to read in
order to be able to read the Bible. The school period held
each day gives this opportunity to those who wish to become
Church members. We look forward to the time when a better
school may be organized and conducted by those who have
been chosen from among the leper patients and trained for
this work.

I T MIGHT be well to state here that the world's conception
of leprosy and its ideas as to treatment and transmission

of the disease are in need of an entire realignment. Dr. Mer.
rill of the University of California says: "This rare old dis.
ease, long considered incurable, popularly supposed to be
highly contagious, and so thought of by the majority of physi.
'cians, is yielding to modern science. Yet it is only within
the present century that an effeaive method of treating leprosy
has been discovered. Based on research done by numerous
individuals in India, Egypt, England, the Philippines, and
.Hawaii on the application of certain derivatives of chaul.
morgia oil as a curarive agent, really effeaive progress is being
made in the cure of this disease for which we all have in.
grained horror.
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SOME years ago one of the older missionaries said, "There
is no such thing as an orphan in Africa," This statement

was true because of the horrible customs of the natives. If
the mother of a young baby died, the relatives were afraid to
keep the baby, as they had no way of feeding it. They knew
nothing of artificial feeding, and if they had known they
would not have had the milk for the feeding. If they had
kept the baby, it would have starved to death, and this would
have displeased the evil spirits, and some great calamity would

"More recenr investigations seem to clearly indicate that
leprosy, rather than being a contagious disease, is really trans·
missible directly from one individual to another only to a
limired degree, if indeed at all. '

"In those countries where rather strict segregation of lepers
has been practiced for a long time the incidents of the disease
among the general population not at all in contact with the
segregated lepers is today as high as it was when segregation
was begun. It is not to the credit of modem civilization that
the unfortunate victims of this disease are treated as worse
than social outcasts, as individuals to be shunned, who should
have no contact with their fellow man. From recent investi
gations it would seem that the popular conception that leprosy
is contagious is erroneous in the extreme.

"The causative organism is a purivitive fungus of the genus
actionomyces, a soil-growing organism. It becomes a parasite
when it accidentally gains admission to the living tissues of
men. Infection takes place not through direct contact with
infected individuals, but thtough the contact of cuts or abra
sions with contaminated soil.

"This does not mean that leper colonies are no longer
needed. The need for institutions where the unfortunate vic
tims of this disease can receive proper care and treatment is
still as great as it ever was. It should mean, however, a
realignment of our ideas concerning leprosy; the establishment
of rational treatment of infected individuals; the removal of
a long-standing blot on civilization in our human treatment
of lepers in the past."

Recently an analysis of seven hundred cases showed that
eighty per cent of infections were only contracted after living
for some time in the same house as a leper, thirty per cent
after sleeping in the same bed. Only two to five per cent of
persons living with a leper contract the disease. Children are
more susceptible than adults. It is therefore only slightly
infective and the unreasoning dread of it is due to the dis
figurements and crippling seen in advanced cases. This is
now preventable by proper treatment in the early stages and
patients should be attracted by humane and sympathetic meas
ures, and should not be driven, by undeserved, forcible sepa
ration from their families and by imprisonment for life, to
hide their disease until it is too late to cure it, as was the
case under the old system of compulsory segregation, now
happily being gradually replaced by modern methods in the
treatment centers to be described later.

Tropical Africa presents another vast and very difficult
leprosy problem. In this backward continent we are strongly
opposed to all attempts at compulsory segregation on the old
lines, but seek to attract the patients by treatment alone, and
when necessary,' to provide simple, cheap native hutting ac
commodation, such as they prefer, to enable them to stay long
enough for effective treatment; while, as they cultivate their
own crops, the cost is small.

It has been said that ten dollars a year will cure a leper in
the Congo Mission. It will also feed him and you can preach
to him every day in the year-all for ten dollars.
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have come to them. So the baby was placed alive in the grave
with its dead mother. They also believed that if another
mother took the motherless baby, all of her strength would
go into this adopted child and her own children would die.
Consequently it was unheard of for a native mother to adopt
the child of another. Therefore, there was no such thing as
an orphan in the Congo.

Since the missionaries have proven that babies can be fed
attificially, the natives have stopped this dreadful custom of
burying their babies alive, and are bringing these little orphans
in large numbers to the missionaries, and they are being placed
in Christian native homes. The nativ'es themselves are taking
the responsibility of rearing these children.

T HERE are numerous misconceptions on the part of many
concerning the Africans. They are a responsive, grateful

people. There is Kimbulu Paulu, and he is not the only one.
He is a graduate of the Bible School at Wembo Nyama and
is one of our very best hospital assistants. He has learned
French and has taught himself English. He has learned to
use the typewriter and to do the hospital bookkeeping, reno
dering the hospital invaluable service in that capacity. In 1928
Kimbulu was sent with several other boys to the American
Presbyterian Congo Mission to take work under Dr. Kellers.
berger. ' He said of Kimbulu, "He is one of the finest native
boys I have ever seen. I would like to keep him as my assist
ant in the hospital," Kimbulu heads the staff of native nurses
at the Wembo Nyama hospital.

I remember September 3, 1923, as if it were yesterday,
when Kimbulu Paulu appeared at the hospital for work. Dr.
Sheffey was packing up, preparatory to going on his furlough.
What a hopeless, helpless feeling it was two days later when
Dr. Sheffey left the hospital-hundreds of natives were in
tears and I, only a nurse, was to carry on his work. Kimbulu
was bright and understood the ways of the white people so
well that he was my mainstay during that time.

Once when a child of one of the missionaries was lying at
the point of death, a hurry call came to us to send a much
needed medicine. Kimbulu was chosen as the most reliable
native to meet such an impottant emergency call, and he rode
on a bicycle all day long in the tropical sun and all night,
exposing himself to the wild beasts of the forests, in order
that he might reach the next station as soon as possible. Kim
bulu is only one of numbers who are proving themselves
capable, loyal and efficient. . .

NOTE: The section in this atticle concerning the treatment
and transmission of leprosy was furnished by Miss Rosa
McNeil.

A Pioneer in Inter..racial Work
(Continued from page 31)

boys, but for American soldier boys. Nineteen hundred and
eighteen brought the armistice and peace - peace in the
trenches, but unrest at home. The men tried with their
strength and wisdom to slay this growing monster of dis
quiet and misunderstanding, only to find that strength alone
was not enough. They turned to the women. With the same
determination and zeal with which they had served during the
war, Mrs. Johnson and many God.fearing women like her, reo
sponded to the need, and bent their energy toward co-operation
and better feeling between the races. God has blessed these
efforts, and that little seed planted by Mrs. Johnson in 1920
has sprung up, blossomed, borne fruit, and increased more than
a hundred fold. Truly she wrought better than she knew.
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The third fruit of intercession is equally vital. Paul asks:
"May His glorious might nerve you with full power to endure
and to be patient cheerfully, whatever comes." The power
to go from strength to strength and be rescued from the
powers of darkness and live in the continuous vicrory of Jesus
Christ is the supreme gift for which we all long. That is
perfecr victory.

Why Intercession often Fails

OFTEN we ask amiss. We ask for our friends some definite
gift which may not be in God's plan. A woman who

prayed daily that her son might enter the ministry was in
bitter opposition when he told her he proposed to be a medi.
cal missionary. She thought she was wanting God's Spirit
to live in him, but in reality she wanted him near her. She
resented the divine insight which came to him because it
changed her plan for being near him. When we ask God to
back up our will, the prayer is unavailing. It must always be
"Father, not my will but Thine be done."

Sometimes it takes time for the strength of the Spirit to
overcome the habits of self.will and self.indulgence. We get
impatient and lose faith in intercession when we do not see
evident changes at once. It may take us many days to enter
into the real spirit of Jesus and release power through our
prayer. Intercession is a great discipline in unselfishness and
we get as much help as those for whom we pray. It widens
the reach of our love. Let us resolve this new year to practice
this spirit daily.

Perhaps, too, our intercession fails because we do not obey
inner promptings about ways in which we can help to answer
our own prayers. It may mean some real sacrifice of our time,
or resources of inclinations, to draw near those who need us.
If we are honest in our prayer we will not shrink from any
effort co work with God for the answer we seek. It does not
mean intrusion but drawing near in understanding sympathy
and comradeship until the spontaneous sharing of the inner
life comes. On the way to Emmaus Jesus drew near and
entered into fellowship with the two disciples, but we read,
"He made as though He would go further, but they pressed
him, saying, 'Stay with us,''' Then He entered and revealed
Himself.

Suggestions for Fellowship Group

R EAD the passages suggested for Study and then in prayer
let us dedicate ourselves for the new year to intercession

and ere spirit of neighborliness.
Under section two, share with one another the outworking

in experience of the gifts of insight, service and steadfastness,
in their effecr upon our spiritual attitudes in prayer.

In secrion three let us face our mistakes in intercession and
close with ten minutes of confession and prayer for those
about us who need Christ. Colleer suggestions about ways in
which we can widen the reach of our love.

T HERE are many Christians who believe in prayer for
themselves but do not see how it can affecr the lives
of others. Intercession thus becomes perfunctory and

the greatest capaciry of the human heart is thwaned.

Prayer for others is the natural outpouring of a heart of
love. We cannot truly love one another without yearning for
blessings to come to them. Intercession is God's power reo
leased through our service, It is hard to see how anyone to
whom Jesus is precious could rest content without sharing
Him with all others. If we saw a child walking toward a
precipice we would instincrively reach out to pull him away
to safety, even rhough we did not know his name. And yet
scores of those we know are walking toward spiritual danger
and we are not moved to bring them to safery by prayer
or personal effort.

There are some with whom we have greater influence than
God has. They never give Him a chance to speak to them,
but they listen to us. Are we content to have them open.
doored to us when our intercession might turn them to the
Master? The realities of mental suggestion are being proved
every day. If our poor human thought can be suggested to
another, what might not be done when that thought is puls.
ing with the yearning of the Holy Spirit through intercessory
prayer! God is still yearning as He yearned through the lips
of the prophet: "I sought for a man among them, that would
make up the hedge and stand in the gap before me," There
are great gaps in the hedge of life through which devastation
comes. Whoever stands in the gap is one who in sacrificial
love mends the hedge and fills the gap by intercession and
intimate interest.

Spiritual Cultivation
'The Possibilities of Intercession

By BERTHA CONDE
For Study: James 5:I3'20; Heb. 7:25; Lu~e IO: 25'37

The Fruit of Intercession

I N HIS letter to the Colossians, Paul voices a prayer for the
people, claiming gifts for them that are the true results of

intercession. First he asks God to fill them "with the knowl.
edge of His will in all spiritual wisdom and insight." A girl
for whom a friend prayed daily said to her, "I don't know
why it is, but somehow when I am near you I begin to think
about God," The mental suggestion of the friend's yearning
heart was bringing a new kind of insight and awareness of
the presence of God that was pulling her away from the
sordid wordly life she was leading.. We little dream of the
highway we can open up for God's entrance into a heart. If
we did we should never neglecr intercession.

Paul next asks that the people may "be fruitful and ins:rease
in the doing of all good." A new activity and desire for
service would be felt in our dmrches if we prayed. The dead
inertia would vanish and a spiritual awakening would come.
If the people about us are sluggish, it is because we are not
willing to connecr ourselves with the dynamo of God's Spirit
and become a live wire conducting new vital energy to every
life we couch.
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THY KINGDOM COME
"The Kingdom of Heaven Is Li~e Unto Leaven, Which a W oman Too~

Bishop Manning Starts Something

T HE ship of Christian Unity again struck a snag late in
1929, which show's the need for some deep dredging.
The grim irony of it is that, as at Lausanne, it was in

connection with the sacrament of the Lord's Supper. Also
it was in connection with that Church which is most clamor
ous for Unity, and through the decision of a Bishop who is
himself an advocate of Christian Unity.

The occasion was a meeting of the Christian Unity League
in St. George's Episcopal Church, New York. Most readers
are by this time familiar with the facts, which are mentioned
here as illuminating material on a subject of world-wide
interest.

The snag that obstructed the otherwise placid channel of
interdenominational fellowship was a ruling by Bishop Man.
ning that none but an Episcopally ordained clergyman could
administer communion in an Episcopal Church. This was in
face of the fact that the Rector and'Vestry had invited Dr.
Henry Sloan Coffin, a Presbyterian, to minister at the com·
munion service for this interdenominational gathering.

The incident naturally came up for considerable discussion
in the meeting, in whit:, it was declated that "all our denomi
nations are tarred with the same stick, and if Bishop Manning
should present himself for membership in a Baptist or Dis.
ciples church, he would not be received as a Christian, but
would be compelled to submit to rebaptism,"

An interesting fact, as the reaction of Episcopal clergymen
to the decision of Bishop Manning, was a 'statement issued
by thirteen clergymen of that denomination, vigorously pro.
testing against the ruling of the Bishop as "an infringement'
of the rights of the Vestry, an injury to Christian Unity," and
declaring it should be "resisted and disavowed,"

The Bishop may have been technically right in his inter
pretation, but the greater is the pity that the dead hand of
an out-worn canon could be invoked to interfere with the
Christian fellowship of God's children at His table, and in
the face of the ideal of that Unity for which Christ prayed.

Canon Streeter Scores
SPEAKIN9 of canons, it is a striking coincidence that just

when the Church canon above referred to was proving an
apple of troublesome discord, a rea,l live Canon of the An.
glican Church was issuing a book on "The Primitive Church,"
which goes far to dissolve that ancient fog.bank of the "His.
toric Episcopate," in which so many millions have lost their
way and so many hopes of unity have run aground.

This book is more than timely; it is able and convincing.
The author unravels the traditions of the early Church and
traces its development in the light of the best and most critical
scholarship, without finding anywhere in the first century a
trace of a standard church organization; or a metropolitan
Episcopacy, or any other type that differs from that of the
.Presbyter or Elder. He negatives what he calls "the un·
criticised assumption" around which the bartle concerning
orders has raged for centuries, "that in the first century there
existed a single type of Church Order," Indeed he finds one

type in Jerusalem, another in Antioch, another in Asia, an
other in Africa, and so on, none of them after a fixed stand
ard but all of them developing as conditions demanded.

This is a strong and scholarly discussion of a vexing ques.
tion, and to this writer a convincing one. It sets one asking,
"What's it all about, this contention over something that
never happened?" For if he is right in his theoty, and he
makes it pretty clear that he is, then we all win and can say
with him and Alice in Wonderland, "We all get prizes."

Facts to the Fore

W HERE academic discussion complicates and irritates, a
fact illuminates and cheers. The fact that rwo churches

whose traditions and doctrines on certain marters were as
different as those of the Congregational and Christian church.
es, have found common ground on which to become one is
proof that such a thing can happen. We now and then hear 
or read of different units of the same denominational family
where differences in doctrine and policy are not an obstruc.
tion. But this union of rwo bodies as distinct as these rwo
is a heartening example. The first union of this. type in
America was consummated last September. In view of the
fact that Methodists and Presbyterians are conducting a sort
of courtship, this intermarriage of dissimilar denominations
is an encouraging symptom.

This merger brings together 1,800,000 communicants and
twO vigorous and active Protestant bodies. The outcome of
this adventure in Christian Unity will be watched with great
interest.

It will be remembered that when a similar experiment was
made in Canada in 1925, there was much speculation as to
what the result would be. The first four years of the United
Church of Canada, including Methodist, Presbyterian and
Congregational, have carried it beyond the experimental stage,
with a record of achievements that has justified the hopes of
its advocates. In the first three and one.half yeats we are
told the tendency has been strdngly marked towards a further
strengthening of the union, and that more progress has been
made in that period than could have been accomplished in
twelve years under the former system of rivalry and duplica.
tion of effort. At the end of two years 600 new congregations
had been organized, where there were no Protestant congre.
gations before.

A Triple Alliance

A MOVEMENT is well under way for the union of the
Evangelical Synod of North America, the Reformed

Church in the United States and the United Brethren. A
plan of union has been submirted by a joint commission. It
has been adopted already by the Evangelical Synod, and only
awaits the adoption of the general bodies of the other twO
churches, and wIll be, when consummated, a stimulation to
ward the merging of other similar bodies.

Already a hopeful movement is on between the Presby. ,
terians of the South and Reformed Churches, and in other
quarters there is serious talk of other mergers between similar
and dissimilar denominations.
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and Hid in 'Three Measures of Meal, 'Till It Was All Leavened"

THY WILL ·BE DONE
The Scots Bl"eak Into Song

OCTOBER 2, 1929, was a hilarious day in Edinburgh.
The descendants of the grim old Covenanters butst into

song. On that day a break was healed that had existed for
over three-quarters of a century, and the Free Church and the
Chutch of Scotland flowed together. In fact, the descendants
of six rival churches, representing one break after another
from that of rhe Covenanters in 1650 to that of the Free
Church in 1843, there became one church, and the Church
of Scotland entered on a new era, national and free. As the
moderators met and shook hands, the great throngs waiting
in the blustery and chilling streets broke into singing.

The new United Church has declared itself free from inter
ference by the State. The articles declare, "This church has
the inherent right, free from interference by civil authority,
but under thesafe.guards for deliberate action and legislation
provided by the church itself, to frame or adopt its subordi
nate standards of which agreement the church shall be sale
judge, and with due regard to liberty of opinion in points
which do not enter into the substance of the faith:'

Thus the Church of Scotland has relieved herself of one
of the causes of the divisions of the past and set a wholesome
example in this respect to the Anglican Church, as well as to
free churches of England that are on the way to uniting.

Home-Made Heresies
I T IS not a lirtle disconcerting to be reminded that the home

industry of manufacturing heresies is still going. In a
recent paragraph in the Christian Century, we are told that a
veteran Baptist minister of San Antonio, Texas, has been
ejected from the association for two heresies. He has declared
his belief "that Baptist churches are not the only true New
Testament churches, and is therefore guilty of belief in open
church membership." He has "stated he would receive as
valid Christian baptism immersion by other than Baptist minis.
ters, and is therefore guilty of the heresy of alien immersion."
The association not only ejected the minister, but threatened
to expel the church unless it repudiates these heresies. But
the local press reports that on the following Sunday the con
gregation unanimously voted to stand by its pastor.

This case is analogous to that in which Bishop Manning
figured, only it goes a step further and punishes both church
and pastor as heretics for believing there is any true church
but the Baptist, or any other ministry authorized to administer
baptism even by immersion.

Thus the Episcopalians shut the hesbyterians out of the
fold, and the Baptists padlock the door against Episcopalians,
and the Roman Catholics keep a hot corner in purgatory for
all Protestants alike-all for heresies, so-called, that involve
neither morality, faith, reverence nor good works.

That They All May Be One
IT IS a cheering sign of the coming of the Kingdom that

two concurrent movements have gathered fresh momen
tum during 1929. In spite of discouraging reactions, World
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Peace and Christian Unity have made conspicuous progress.
The very reactions have helped to define and quicken the
movements. Even eddies indicate a moving current. Still
waters make no eddies.

It is as if a breath had blown across the world. There is a
yearning in the heart of mankind for peace and good will,
and ways are being earnestly sought in Church and State to
realize that yearning. It is a rare thing in history when a
period is so clearly marked by such a history-making move
ment.

The obstructions in the state are fear and suspicion, which
forbid the taking of the "risks of peace." In the Church it is
a clinging to the safe.guards of a standardized Church order,
based on divine authority and dating back to the first century.
This forbids the spirit of adventure into the risks of fellow
ship based on the higher consideration of "Christ in you the
hope of glory," rather than Christ in a standardized institu
tion in the hope of earthly permanence and ecclesiastical safety.

Happily that first century is being brought nearer to us,
and its traditions are being tested by critical scholarship.
Attention is called to two books on this great century, one of
which has been mentioned already. They are "The Primitive
Church," by Canon B. H. Streeter (Macmillan) and "The
Heresy of Antioch," by Dr. Robert Notwood (Doran).

The latter is one of the rectors of the New York diocese
taking issue with Bishop Manning. These books, one by an
Anglican, the other by an American Episcopalian, both dis
cover to us no set type of ecclesiastical order, but various types
determined by local conditions and controlled by local au
thority.

This type of fearless and adventurous search for reality is
the deep dredging that is clearing the channel through which
the answer to the final prayer of Jesus may flow and "that
they may be one."

Our Missionary Voice
You, 0111' Voice,
Show us God:
And when y01l come
Y 011 bl'ing 1IS love
Love as from above
From voices of all lands
117hereon the sons of men have tl'od.
You strengthen 0111' faith
And give tIS grace-
Grace to love and sel've all mankind:

And when y01l speak
We see His face.

-L. M. S.
Bedford, Va., October, 1929.
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" Let Me 'Tell You A Good Story "
Rev. W. E. 'Towson, long time missionary, who 1{new the Lambuth home, father, mother and illustrious
son, the Bishop, better than any man now living, tells a thrilling story of the world influence of this home.

S
EVENlY-FIVE years ago, Rev. J. W. Lambuth and
his bride, nee Mary I. McClellan, sailed for China, land.
ing on the mud flat on which is now located the great

metropolis of Shanghai, after a voyage of four months and
eleven days. The writer has as a prized relic the passport
granted these intrepid missionaries by the United States Gov.
ernment. Miss McClellan, a cousin of General G. B. McClellan
and of President Grover Cleveland, had been the teacher of
the children of several Mississippi planters.

A year or so before their sailing, at an Annual Conference
missionary se:rvice, held at Canton, Mississippi, Miss Mc
Clellan dropped in the collection basker a card on which she
had written "I give myself and five dollars to this work."
She was the first unmarried woman in Southern Methodism
to volunteer for the foreign field. This was over twenry years
before the Woman's Missionary Sociery was organized. It
was perfectly natural and proper-shall I say, ordained of
God-that James W. Lamburh, a young preacher, then twenry
four years of age, whose own father had dedicated him for
foreign service at the time of his binh, should arrange with
Miss Mary that they should go to China together, young
Lamburh having ratified and made his own the. act of dedica
tion which his father had performed on his behalf at his binh.

I T WAS our blessed privilege-my wife's and mine-to
have an intimate knowledge of the Lambuth home, our

first month in Japan having been passed at "Yama Ni Ban,
Kobe," then a busy hive of missionary endeavor. Here we
saw mission work at high pressure and had blessed fellow
ship with Dr. and Mrs. Lambuth and their great son, Walter,
who by every definition of the term deserves to be ranked
as an Apostle of Missions. It was here at "Yama Ni Ban"
that I had the great privilege, some two years later, of wit
nessing the translation of Dr. J. W. Lambuth, of hearing him
say, "Jesus is right here; I know it is Jesus," and of taking
down his farewell messages to the absent members of his
family, our missionaries on the field, the native church and
the Board of Missions. The message to the Board, "I fall at
my post; we have a great work to do; tell them to send more
men," was cabled to the Board, then in annual session in
Nashville. That bugle blast from the dying Lambuth should
have been woith very much, in the way of "lengthening the
cords and strengthening the stakes" of the Mission, bur we
who were on the field saw no appreciable results from it

Mrs. Lamburh survived her husband about ten years, having
given over half a century to the work in China and Japan.
Hers was the longest active missionary career, male or female,
in our Church, and it is a most marvelous record. For the
amount of work done in the Master's name, for its variery,
for utter self.forgetfulness, for consummate abiliry and for
undying devotion to the Master's cause, 1 have never seen
the record equalled, unless it was by that of her great son,
Bishop W, R. Lamburh, whose missionary career was some
seven years shoner. One who knew her well wrote of her,
"For more than fifty years she gave soul and body to mission
work with ail indomitable and resourceful energy seldom
equalled and never surpassed."

[ 88]

Mrs. Lambuth was a woman of remarkable powers, mental
and spiritual. "In her rightful sphere she was fully the equal
of her kinsman, Grover Cleveland." She knew nothing, cared
for nothing and engaged in nothing but the service of her
Lord. The Woman's Board of Missions wrote of her, "We
owe her much. She opened the way for us in China. . .
Truly much of our present success is due to her, which we
gratefully acknowledge." It was Mrs. Lambuth's habit to
"sow beside all waters," not confining her work to "office
hours," or among the Chinese. Her loving hean went out
to all classes and her greatest delight was to be busy for her
Lord.

T HE following incident illustrates. one phase of her many
sided activities during her life in Shanghai, with its

blessed result found after many days and ten thousand miles
from the scene of its occurence. I had the story from Bishop
Lambuth, during his stay in the hospital at Yokohama, Japan,
when for more than three weeks I was his sale companion.

During his secretaryship of the Board of Missions, he at
tended a District Conference, at Gulfpon, Mississippi, and
in an address urged the opening of a "Sailors' Rest" at that
point, because of the extension of the shipping interests. This
was established in 1909 and the Rev. N. T. Griffin was ap
pointed superintendent, continuing in charge until the World
War. When Dr. Lamburh had finished his speech, a layman
arose and said he wanted to endorse the suggestion of work
among sailors and tell them a story, by way of illustration and
emphasis. The story was this:

When he was a boy of about seventeen, he was a sailor
on an American ship, and one evening, while anchored in the
Woosung River, just before the ciry of Shanghai, he spent
the evening, with some other sailor, in the home of an Ameri
can missionary. After a most enjoyable time, the lady of the
home served refreshments, and, because he was the only boy
in the company, gave him a double ponion of cake. As they
left for their ship, she handed h!m a copy of the New Testa.
ment, urging him to read it.

While the vessel was at Macao, he was taken sick with
fever and was out in a hospital. During his slow conval
escence, he thought of the book the lady at Shanghai had
given him and began to read it. He soon became interested,
and in a little while he was convened. Returning to the
United States, he finally settled in Mississippi. He closed
the story by saying, "I was that sailor boy and now for over
forry years 1 have been a Sunday School teacher and super.
intendent, and lowe it all to the kindness of the missionary
lady at Shanghai, and that lady was Mrs. Lamburh, the mother
of Dr. Lambuth who has just spoken to us."

The sailor lad was J. A. Vanderwall, a native of Holland,
who after giving up his seafaring life, settled at Moss Point,
Mississippi. He became an unusually good Bible Class teacher
and had, as a layman, a remarkable knowledge of the Word
of God. He was a Sunday School superintendent for many
year!', was a very excellent singer, and among other religious
activities, organized a mission Sunday School. He was faithful
to the Master until his death, about nine years ago.
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FEBRUARY 9th

Just 'Three minutes Before
Every Congregation

41{59]

y

Check Up
Immediately after Voice DdY let the agent or the two agents to

gether talk over the subscription list in the congregation, and then
go out to:

1. See that no subscriber fails to renew;
2. See that members of the missionary society not now subscribing

have another chance after the "boosting" of Voice DdY;
3. See that a good list of prospects outside of the missionary society

be prepared and energetically canvassed;
4. Set a good goal of increase and work toward that;
5. Be sure to take a rotogravure copy along, tell about the enlarge

ment and remind prospective subscribers that after March
1st the subscription will be $1.00 instead of 75c.

FOR THE MISSIONARY COMMITTEE
February Meeting

1. Q. How will the committee best check up on missionary cam·
paign date?

A. Hold at once a good long meeting te talk over following
items: literature, study book, Missionary Voice and every
member canvass.

2. Q. What has been done to assist ths pastor in distributing
special literature?

A. Discuss.
3. Q. Has a class in "Our World Parish" been organized?

A. Preach, lecture, or better, put on a regular study class by
. the book of suggestions.

4. Q. What has been done about the Missiondry Voice?
A. Take a few minutes to check up with agents on what has

been done.
(1) Q. What is planned for Voice DdY?

A. Agree with pastor on what to do February 9.
(2) Q. Is it possible to give the Voice Exercise referred to above?

A. Plan its use in some meeting before the end of the month.
5. Q. How shall we plan the freewill offering in the every member

canvass?
A. (1) Decide upon the date-some Sunday in February.

(2) Discuss goal-amount apportioned to this congregation
or a "special."

(3) Enlarge the committee if necessary.
(4) Have another meeting of the committee to pray and

plan in detail.
(5) Have a warm sermon on the day of the canvass, meet

at the church at two o'clock, divide up the names and
see everybody in one afternoon if possible.

(6) Q. How insure success of canvass?
A. Pastor should appoint best people in church on committee,

and meet with them in special preparation until they are
eager to go our-doing it "as unto the Lord:'

and they are making a canvass of the homes, having as their goal
'A Subscription to the Missionary Voice in Every Home: The agents
of the Voice (one from the Missionary Society and the other from
the Missionary Committee) think they will very easily get fifty sub
scribers; think of it, from eleven to fifty!"

VOICE D

A Voice Exercise

Use the Voice Exercise given on. page 34 of November
Voice or the one given on page 28 of the December Voice.
Mr. W. D. Hawkins is always doing fine missionary things
or finding out about them. Listen to this testimony:

"A certain church in the Mississippi Conference on the fourth
Sunday of November put on this exercise, 'How Much Do You
Know?' page 34 of the November Voice, taking the place of the
regular missionary program for that date, with the following result:

"There were eleven subscribers to the Voice at this church, and
nine of them were present at this service (the other two were
sick). All those present renewed their subscriptions, and the two
Voice agents secured more than twenty new subscribers at this
service, and the Chairman of the Missionary Committee had pre
pared cards with the name and address of every family in the church,

FEBRUARY, 1930

What To Do

On February 9 the pastor might do this-Qr better, as he
knows how:

He might take a beautiful copy of the Voice, th(l January
or February number, aI/ dressed liP in its brown rotogravure,
and holding it up to the congregation, say a word about it,
and then let one of his agents follow in a two·minute talk.

Be sure to end up with something like these words:
"Three years ago the Voice had thirty.two pages; now it has forty

eight, eight additional pages being in color pictures. Some say a
single copy for its world pictures is worth 75c.

"A lddy in South Georgid told the editor thdt her little boy eight
)'edrS old loves the Voice piclTlres, dnd comes to her all through the
month to ask, 'When is the Voice coming?'

"A banker says that the Voice is the best magazine that comes to
his home.

"A bishop says, 'The livest paper in the Church: "

FEBRUARY 9 is the day named as Voice Day, btlt any
other day that mits the plans of the pastor better will
stlit tiS jtlst as wel/.

The February Voice is reaching you a little before February
1st. There are now about ten days until Voice Day-just
time enough to get everything ready for the zero hOllr.

Who Will Remember?
We are reminding the pastor in the "Special Delivery"

letter on page 4. He has charge of the service in the con.
gregation, and properly determines what to do on Voice Day.
If by any mischance he should be forgetting, there are thtee
people, anyone of whom, or all, might remind him, or offer
to help him-The Voice agent, chairman of the missionary
committee and president of the missionary society.
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I: For the Devotional
Marriage 'and the Family

By ALBERT E. BARNETT
Matthew 5:3r~32; r9:3~r2; Mar~ro:2~I2; Lu~e r6:r8

T HE Old Testament represents marriage in its ideal
form as being the lifelong union of one man and one
woman, This union was normally broken only by death

and if any other cause brough,t its disruption the ideal had
been missed. The ideal was, however, never given the force
of law. There was polygamy on the one hand and on the
ocher there was divorce in which the husband was the sole
and supreme judge of the adequacy of the cause.

The Jewish parent regarded it as a religious duty and privi
lege to rear children. They were tokens of God's love, and
barrenness was interpreted as an evidence of Divine dis
pleasure.

!eSlIs' Teaching

JESUS' teaching about marriage and the family was given
against a background of violent controversy and political

intrigue into which it is unnecessary to go in a discussion of
the present type. The general import of his thinking is easily
ascertained from the records of his urterances.

Jesus did not discuss the subject from the viewpoint of
sociology. His approach was distinctly religious and moral.
He exalted the marriage bond as sacred and insisted on the
family as a Divine institution (Mt. 19:5-6; Mk. 10:6-8).
In his answer to the Sadducees (Mt. 22:23.30; Mk. 12:18-25;
Lk. 20:27-36) he represented the family as an institution of
the present age and indicated that the relations it involved
would have no existence in the resurrected life.

Monogamy is nowhere specifically enjoined by Jesus, but
the clear implication of his interpretation of Genesis 2:18 is
that he regarded marriage as the Divine union of one man
and one woman for the period of their earthly life. The
marriage bond took precedence over all others and no ties
were so sacred as those that bound husband and wife together.

Although Jesus was himself unmarried he never exalted
celibacy as a preferable state. In exceptional cases marriage
was to be avoi.ded (Mt. 19:12, 18:25; Lk, 14:26), but such
were manifestly unusual instances and the unmarried state
as such is not placed above marriage. There was no trace of
asceticism in Jesus' thought. There is no foundation in his
teaching for a view of marriage as sinful or ignoble or purely
physical. On the other hand, it is significant of his lofty
spiritual ideal for rhe family that he used its holy relationships
as favorite analogies. God was a father, men were brethren,
and the spirit of sacrificial love which finds its truest earthly
expression in a home was to be the prevalent principle in
the Kingdom.

Just as Jesus did not specifically repudiate polygamy and
enjoin monogamy, so he did not expressly repudiate the
Hebrew conception of the sovereignty of the husband over his
wife and family. What he did was to urge a mutual love that
wOlold make tyranny impossible. Consideration Was' to so
mould the marriage relation that insistence upon prerogatives
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would disappear. Jesus expected a spiritual unity to exist in
the family that would make autocracy and domineering un
thinkable.

The Disrtlptioll of the Family

A CCORDING to Mark 10:3 Jesus replied to the question
of the Pharisees with a question regarding their own

law, and they, in tum, replied with a reference to Deut. 24:
1-4. This Deuteronomic statute dated from the seventh century
B. C. and was originally designed to improve the social status
of women. Prior to its enactment a man would dismiss his
wife and recall her at will, and she had no protection from
his tyranny. This law required that he give her a writ of
dismissal which thereafter made her independent of his will
and left her free to contract a new marriage.

Jesus had no intention of branding this as a bad law. It
was good in intention and operation and Jesus knew it. What
he does say is that such a law is necessitated because the
Divine ideal has been missed; it is a concession to low moral
ideal. Such a law, although necessary, is an inadequate ex
pression of God's intention. Genesis 1: 27 and 2: 18 more
nearly express God's original intent than Deut. 24:1.4. It
is well for modems to see that social legislation can never
express the best idealism of an age: at best it reflects a SOrt
of average of what ordinary people practice. Jesus insists that
if things were as they ought to be no marriage would ever
come to an unsuccessful termination, and wherever such has
been the unfortunate ourcome the ideal has been missed.

An Evaluatioll

I N EVALUATING any given phase of Jesus' teaching the
governing principles that permeated all his thought must

be kept in mind. Two questions that he constantly asked and
in the lighr of which he caught ~ere (1) What are the facts
of life? and (2) What, in view of these facts, does ethical
love require? The late Dr. E. D. Burton has thus summarized
Jesus' teaching upon the particular theme of the present study:
"Consider the true nature of man, what the fundamental and
unchangeable fact of sex means in man, and apply to this the
all-inclusive principle of love; the result will be no divorce.
Every broken marriage is a violation of the fundamental law
of man's being-of what the principle of regard for human
well-being demands in view of what sex means in men."
Marriage is never to be regarded as temporary nor divorce
as its normal issue. If a marriage is dissolved by causes other
than death such dissolution can be justified only if conditions
are so abnormal that love itself makes it imperative.

There are several direct values which a study of Jesus' tead1
ing on marriage and the family should serve to emphasize.
The first is the sociological necessity of right people honestly
accepting the ideal of marriage as a permanent and funda.

(Continued on page 4~)
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The .Missionary Society
dent, messages from the missionaries, business items and many
other interesting and colorful features. If you are planning to
attend the Council session to be held in Amarillo, Texas,
March,13.18 you will not be willing to do without the Council
Bulletin. It will save you much note taking. If you are not
to have the privilege of being there this volume will give
you the help and inspiration of the meeting. It can be secured
for 25c. Address Literature Headquatters, Nashville, Ten.
nessee.

Marriage and the Family
(Continued from page 42)

mentally spiritual union. Further, it is to be borne in mind
that although marriage will in the majority of cases be suc·
cessful, there will be some failures and they must be cared
for. Legislation that proposes to take care of these failures,
must represent a thoroughly intelligent, scientifically informed
effort to promote the highest welfare of all persons involv.ed,
children, husband, wife, society. There is absolutely nothing
wrong in trying to salvage human wreckage, and that is the
intention of rightly framed divorce laws. Finally, the main
effort of enlightened people, by all the agencies of education
and' of legislation, should be focused on the prevention of
ignorance in marriage and the consummation of undesirable
uOlons.

The words of a great Jewish teacher of our own day, Dr.
Israel Abrahams, is well worth the sober consideration of
Christians: Society usually attacks the problem at the wrong
end; it penalizes martial offenses instead of making those
offenses rare!"
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New Foreign Missionaries Needed
For Woman's Work

The Board of Missions in its appropriations for Woman's
Work for 1930 has made provision for four new missionaries
to China. The China Mission has made definite request
for one woman doctor and at least two nurses, with the
statement that several educational missionaries and at least
seven evangelistic women missionaries should be sent out
during the next two years.

Two new missionaries have been appropriated for Japan
for 1930--one of these should be a music teacher and the
other trained in Home Economics for the Hiroshima Girls'
School.

Wirh provision for only two missionaries to Korea, the
field is urging the Board to send out five in 1930, one nurse,
three evangelistic missionaries and one music teacher.

Three new missionaries are to be assigned to Brazil next
year. The field requests that they be prepared in Domestic
Science and Physical Education.

Of the three new missionaries to Cuba, for whom appro
priations have been made, one should be trained in social
service and the other two be prepared for educational work.

.Three new missionaries have been appropriated for the
Mexico field; two are needed for social evangelistic centers
and one should be an educational missionary.

Three new missionaries should go to the Congo Mission
next summer, one nurse, and two for educational work.

Adult Program...March
For full program see 1930 yearbook.
MISSIONARY TOPICS: The Home as a School of Good

Citizenship, see leaflet. The Home Teaching Citizenship, see
page 29 this issue of Missionaty Voice.

The leaflet and the Voice article may both be used in a
discussion of these topics on the home as related to CItizen
ship. A study of the topics should be made by the Social
Service Committee before plans are made for the meeting.
Sub-topics may be assigned to different members if desired
and a general discussion may well be conducted as there will
in all probability be numbers who have had rich experience
in child training.

The larger implications of the home as a school should
be clearly defined and discussed. This is a most vital and
important topic.

DEVOTIONAL TOPIC: The Christian Ideal of Marriage.
Matthew 5:31-32; 19:3-12; Mark 10:2-12; Luke 16:18.

The first reference is intended to be read in the society
meeting. All others are to assist the leader in her preparation.
For helps see page 42 this issue of the Missionary Voice.

Senior Young People's Program•••March
See Program Suggestions for 1930.
TOPIC: Being a Miuionary.
QUESTION FOR DISCUSSION: If you should choose to be

come a missionary in which field would you prefer to serve?
The book of Program suggestions carries note on the fields.

On page ... of this issue of the Missionary Voice there
is an important article concerning the need for missionaries;
also a list of calls for women missionaries for 1930 which
have come from the fields. These will furnish a background
for a thorough discussion of definite missionary service on
rhe foreign field.

REFERENCE:
Women and the Kingdom- Howell. Price 50c. Methodist Publish

ing House, Nashville, Tenn.
Scarritt Cataloglle, 1928-1929. Free. Order from Scarritt College,

Nashville, Tenn.
The Voi.e (various articles on the home and foreign field) Octo

ber, 1928, on Japan; December, 1928, Oerober, 1928, French work;
April and July, 1929, on Korea and the Congo Mission; June, 1929,
the American Negro; May and August, 1929, the Jubilee in China;
Program Material for Senior Young People, January-June, July
December, 1929, for study of the home fields. Literature Headquar
ters, Nashville, Tenn. Price 10c.

Friends of Africa--Jean Kenyon MacKenzie. Price 75c.
Christian Voices Arollnd the World-"China Her Own Interpreter."

"As Protestant Latin America Sees It." "Japan Speaks for Herself."
Price 75c each, Missionary Education Movement, 150 Fifth Avenue.
New York.

Sons of Africa--G. A. Gollock.Friendsl.ip Press, 150 Fifth Ave
nue, New York. Price $1.50.

Annual Report of Woman's Missionary Council for 1929.
NOT!!: For Intermediate program see 1930 Book of Programs for

lntermediate Grollp. Extra copies 10c each.

The Council Bulletin
The Council Bulletin is a sixty page volume issued at the

close of each Council session and carries the outstanding
features of the meeting, including a condensed report of
the speeches, the Bible hour talks, the message of the presi-
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D R. T. H. HADEN was present with the
Virginians at breakfast in Raleigh.

Members had used up all the time on mat
ters pertaining to the s'ituation in the Con
ference, before we came to his speech, but
the toast·master had him stand for a hearey
hand-clapping. He is worthy. For a -genera
tion he has worked in Japan, most of the
time with the Kwansei Gakuin, ranking
easily with the best we have sent to that
land. On his last furlough Dr. Haden de
livered great, statesmanlike appeals' in the
churches, and it is hoped that the plans for
his furlough will include a similar touch
with the people.

-/::,.-

BROTHER W. G. BORCHERS, with a
good word for the Voice, reminded us

that in a recent personal the Voice had
gotten his address wrong. He is sojourning
for his furlough with his family at Wil
more, Ky.

-/:;-

I T was good to shake hands with Btother
C. B. Dawsey on the sidelines at the Mis

sionary Council. He looked no older, but
somewhat mOte matuted than he did when
we came upon him ten years ago in the great
Northwest of Sao Paulo. He would have to
look yet -more venerable if he lived up to

the high sobriquet of "Asbury of Brazil."
It is a great story he will tell when he goes
out in the missionary institutes.

-/:;-

REV. H. P. MYERS of the Virginia Con
ference was at the Missionary Council.

He was not the president of a conference
boatd or a conference missionary secrerary
only just interested. He has long been reo
cording secretary of the Virginia Conference
Board of Missions, and in the Church there
is no more diligent or capable secretary
treasurer, or worker on committees that have
to do with the working out of useful Con
ference policies.

-b.-

M R. CHARLES IRELAND of Greensboro
was present at the Raleigh Council.

No missionary meeting in that part of the
world would have been complete without
him. Since the good days of the Laymen's
Missionary Movement, and for a generation
in the work of the Conference Board of his
Conference, down into his great church in
Greensboro, the missionary cause has had no
better friend than this staunch layman.

-b.-

M RS. W. HAMILTON MOORE made
one of the speeches at the Missionary

Council. She told a vivid story of conditions
as she had observed them during her short
stay in the Belgian Congo, but touched and
won all hearts by her brave reference to her
dear husband, who gave his life under cir
cumstances so heroic for the people of Africa.

-b.-

PROFESSOR JAMES CANNON, III., _of
Duke University, came up to Raleigh to

the Council, bringing with him members of
the School of Religion, faculty and students.
He was asked to stand with his group. They

1
j-
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were scattered throughout the auditorium,
lower Boor and gallery, and looked almost
like a congregation. The Council gave them
a cordial reception. These students will be
heard from in our business some day. Mem
bers of the faculey, from President Few
down, are already taking their yeoman part.

-/:;-

D R. JOHN PAUL TYLER makes a tre
mendous appeal in his institutes for the

missionary "special." While he is giving out
the book and the literature, he takes time to
tell what the missionary special has done for
his churches. Dr. "Jimmie" Meyers, he says,
did more to build the great Epworth church
in Washington than any three or four people
in that congregation. He was their special
missionary through all the years, the church
not for a moment weakening in his support
even when the auditorium burned down. It
was the world vision, he says, growing out
of their interest in this missionary overseas,
that lifted their sights to larger things in the
communiry. One wonders how as diligent a
pastor as Dr. Tyler could give so much time
to the work of the secretaryship in his Con
ference, but somehow -he does it, and is
greatly blessed in the doing.

-b.-

REV. MILTON T. STAUFFER, formerly
a missionary to China, and later the

Educational Secretary; of the Student Volun
teer Movement, has resigned his position as
one of the Secretaries of the Committee of
Reference and Counsel of the Foreign Mis
sions Conference of North America, where
he has given special attention to the work of
missionary education and home cultivation.
He has accepted a pastorate in New Bruns
wick, N. J.

-b.-

REV. DANIEL A. POLING has resigned
from a pulpit in New York City to de

vote full time to the cause of youth and of
world peace. Dr. Poling is president of the
World's Christian Endeavor Union.

-/:;-

MR. BASIL -MATHEWS, well-known
British author of missionary books, has

been asked to devote the next three years to
Ii terary work to interest the youth of all lads
in the Christian movement.

-b.-

REV. EDMUND CHAMBERS is now
completing a most excellent "Life of

Wesley," translated into Polish from a
French author, M. Lelievre. This volume
promi~es to perform a valuable service for
our cause in Poland by interesting the read.
ing public in the heroic life and thought of
our human leader.

-b.-

D R. JULIAN B. HUBBELL, 83, a asso
ciate of Clara Barton in the pioneer

work of the American Red Cross, died at
Washington, D. c., November 19. A charter
member of the Red Cross when it was or
ganized in 1881, he later became general
field secretary, a position he held for twenty
five years.

O N NOVEMBER 11 the Grand Cross of
the Legion of Honor, the highest award

of France, was bestowed upon former Secre
tary of State Frank B. Kellogg for his nego·
tiation of the general pact for the renunciation
of war.

-/:;-

M R. TOYOHIKO KAGAWA, one of the
outstanding Christians of Japan and

leader of the "million souls for Christ" cam·
paign, has been appointed Honorary Advisor
to the Social Bureau of Tokyo. He is con·
sidered by the Government as one of the
bulwarks against communism.

-/:;-

REV. J. S. RYANG, Superintendent of
our Siberia Korean Mission, has the

manuscript of his book on the Thirtieth
,Anniversary of the Founding of the Meth·
odist Episcopal Church, South, in Korea
almost ready for the press. He hopes to pub.
lish it soon. It is to be printed in both Eng
lish and Korean, and will contain some 300
pages.

-b.-

T HAT Chosen Christian College, Soeul,
Korea, is planning to take part in the

movement to establish a school for "dirt"
farmers in Korea to tide over the present
economic crisis in that country is announced
by Dr. O. R. Avison, president of the institu
tion. This movement, which has been in
augurated under the auspices of the Y. M.
C. A. in Korea, will probably be participated
in by all the missions at work in that land.

-b.-

A FTER some thirty years of service in
China, Dr. Joseph Whiteside will not

return to that country 'because of health con·
ditions. His work as head of the Department
of English at Soochow University will be car
red on by Dr. Frank Candler Ferguson, who
went out to China this fall. Miss Rolfe
Whitlow, another new missionary to China,
will be assistant to Dr. Ferguson.

-b.-

E ARLY in the fall of 1929 Professor and
Mrs. Anderson Weaver returned to their

work in Granbery College, Juiz de Fora,
Brazil, after a furlough spent largely in
travel, visiting twenty-five different countries
in a period of nine months. The itinerary
was made possible through Mr. Weaver's
election as a teacher in the "Floating Univer
sity." They "saw much and learned much,"
to quote Mr. Weaver, and on their return
found the work in Granbery going on as
usual, except that it was "getting better all
the time."

-b.-

T o HELP on the campaign for funds and
awaken interest among former students

of Granbery, the workers are organizing
Granbery Clubs in various cities. They will
push this work of organizing the clubs while
Dr. Tarboux is in Brazil. Next year they
want to make a great campaign for an endow
ment for Granbery College itself. As the
present appeal for the School of Theology is
being made only to the churches, the appeal
next year for the college will be made to
former students and alumni of Granbery.
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John R. Mott, Missionary Statesman
(Continued from page 5)

~~

The General Missionary Council
(Continued frOID page 7)

already offered, should go to the prayer room
and pray agaid, and it is of record that as
they prayed another man stole into the com
pany, and when they arose from their knees,
he signed the volunteer card, making the hun
dredth volunteer, and the answer to their
prayer.

Just down the hall from my own room was
a rail, quiet, young man from Cornell Col
lege, who they said would be heard from,
whatever he decided to do, because he was
already a leader among men. The leaders
were anxious that he should volunteer, and
he was interested, but hesitated because he
was the only son of his father and mother,
it was said, and he was uncertain about his
duty. But finally it was said that he had de
cided. And what a decision was that, be
cause in the more than thirty years that have
come and gone since the decision was made,

He holds the world in his heart, and as he
spoke for nearly two hours at the Council he
seemed to hold it in his hand for the inspec
tion of the audience. The international situa
tion, social conditions in every nation, the
needs of all peoples and races, and the per
plexing missionary problems of the day were
handled with great facility to the enlighten
ment of all the people.. At the end of his
address, Dr. Mot! was detained for nearly an
hour to answer the questions which arose in
the heans of his hearers. Altogether this ses
sion of the General Missionary Council was
one of the high points of Methodist mission
ary history and will be so remembered by
those who were present.

Another interesting feature was the for
eign missionary program presented on
Wednesday afternoon. The speakers were
Mrs. Hamilton Moore of Africa, Rev. C. L.
.Smith of Brazil, Rev. M. B. Stokes of Korea,
and Miss Constance Rumbaugh of Poland.
Following the same plan, a home missionary
program was presented Wednesday evening
and Thursday morning. The French Work in
Louisiana was represented by Dr. R. H. Har
per, Mexican Work by Miss Glenn Moore,
Negro Work by Dr. E. C. Peters, Deaconess
Work by Miss Mamie Chandler and Miss
Helen Gardner, and the work of the Textile
Industrial Institute by President R. C.
Burgess.

Pastors and Bhhops

ON Thursday morning there was pre
sented a program which will be long

remembered. Dr. Forney Hutchinson of
Oklahoma City and Dr. J. W. Moore of
High Point, N. c., two of the outstanding
missionary pastors of the Church, whose con
gregations pay much more to missions than
to their own pastors, spoke of the missionary
task from the standpoint of the local Church.
Many persons believed that the real climax
of the Council was reached in the addresses
of these two grear pastors, speaking from
the fullness of a successful experience and
rhe abundance of their missionary passion.

Following Dr. Hutchinson and Dr. Moore,
Bishop U. V. W. Darlington depiaed the
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that austere young man from Cornell College
has marched at the head of the host of young
people and older that are moving to the COn
quest of this world for Jesus Christ, and for
three de,.ades the name of John R. Matt has
been a name to conjure with in the counsels
of missionary endeavor and achievement in
all the world.

Speaking freely and intimately to members
of the Council as representatives of a great
Church, Dr. Matt, referring to the wide open
conditions of the world situation, and to the
Jerusalem message, accepted in its entirety
by fifty-one groups of well nigh every lan
guage and dime as the conquering dynamic
for the time, declared: "This is no time for
digging in. We should follow the strategy
of Napoleon, who, when the opposition was
yielding, called up the cavalry that he might
turn for the enemy defeat into rout."

miSSIOnary work of our Church in Europe
and described the needs of these fields in
which Methodism has made such remarkable
progress in a very short period of time.
Bishop W. A. Candler then brought the in
spirational features of the Council to a dose
by a characteristic and powerful address on
Methodist missionary work in Cuba, with
which work Bishop Candler has been identi
fied from the beginning.

At the beginning of each session Dr. J.
W. Moore, of Charlottesville, Va., delivered
a devotional address. These addresses re
volved about the experience and message of
the prophet Isaiah, which were made vivid
and applicable to our modern problems by
Dr. Moore's forceful presentation.

Business Matters

ON Thursday afrernoon the business of
the Council was complered. The report

. of the Findings Committee was a clear and
ringing statement of the missionary situation,
which has already been given to the Church
through the press. The Council adopted two
memorials to the General Conference. The
first urgently requested the continuance of
the January-February Missionary Cultivation
plan which has been in operation since the
General Conference of 1926 and which has
secured such remarkable results in the field
of world evangelization. The representat;"':es
from the annual conferences were strongly
and unanimously convinced that no better
policy of missionary finance and cultivation
can be found and the conviction was slrong
that it is absolutely essential to our mission
ary program that the cause be carried direaly
to the people as has been done during the
present quadrennium.

The second memorial to th~ General Con
ference asked that provision be made whereby
10 per cent of the amount realized on the
annual free-will offering be retained by the
annual conference boards of missions and de
voted to missionary work under their direc
tion.

The next session of the General Mission
ary Council will be held at New Orleans.

~~=T=h=e=w=o=r=ld=l=n=a=w=o=r=d==:f,]

T HE Baptist Church in Nazareth re
portS a Sunday School with an aver
age attendance of 235 maintained by

the Southern Baptists of the United States.
Baptists of the South purpose to further
extend their work throughout Palestine.
(I A secular movement againsr idol-worship,
impelled by strong nationalism, is under way
in the Shantung Province of China. Nation
alist workers have removed idols from many
temples and have inaugurated several types
of community service therein. (I At present,
in Korea, there are 571 mission schools in
which 42,000 boys and girls are getting a
Christian education. Yet with these 571
schools and the 1,353 government schools,
less than thirty per cent of the boys and girls
of school age are in school. (I In 1905 there
were 8,000 converted Jews in the United
States; now there are approximately 20,000.
More Jews have been converted in Europe
since the war than in any twenty-year period
before the war in the history of Europe.
(I It is estimated that four or five million
human beings are yer in bondage in various
parts of the world; in Abyssinia the propor
tion of slaves is said to be one in five of
the population, and in parts of China one
in 150; slave importation ro Arabia rates
2,000 a year. The most notable progress re
ported during the past year was the freeing
of 200,000 natives of Sierra Leone, on the
west coast of Africa, a British proteaorate,
on January I, 1928. (I The Italian Ambas
sador, Nobile Giacomo di Martino, has an
nounced that Italians who reside in the
United States, whether naturalized or not,
will no longer be impressed into Italian mili
tary service in time of peace, when they visit
Italy. (I Exchange of ratifications of a nat
uralization treary between the United States
and Czechoslovakia has been announced by
the State Department. (I At a recent dinner
to holders of the Viaoria Cross, the Prince
of Wales made a plea to end all wars.
(I Mme. Marie Curie of France, co-discov
erer of radium, has received from President
Hoover $50,000 with which to purchase a
gram of the precious mineral, a gift to her
from her American friends. (I A bill penal
izing marriage for girls under fourteen and
boys under sixteen has been passed in India.
This law, vigoCQusly enforced, should prove
a blessing. Some Indian writers feel that a
bold step has been taken, but it means the
beginning of a new age in social reform.
(I It is now conceded that the recent war
cost about $250,000,000,000. This vast sum,
if piled one dollar upon another, would
reach over 394,560 miles above the base,
which is the distance from the earth to the
moon, and two-thirds of the distance back
again. If rolled into railroad rails weighing
90 pounds per yard, it would be able to
construa a standard gauge railroad 49,321
miles long, or about twice the circumference
of the earth. (I The resources of the Amer
ican Bar Association were pledged to Presi
dent Hoover in "grappling with the alarm
ing disobedience of law, the abuses of law
enforcement, and the growth of organized
crime," at its fifty-second annual convention
in Memphis, Ocrober 23. Four thousand
lawyers were in attendance.
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L ABOUR believes that industry should be
organized for service, and that the serv

ice should be rendered by groups of men
working together in co-operation, enjoying
the stimulus of fellowship in labour. At
present the few exploit the many for per
sonal gain.

Labour believes that all. who labour are

THE MISSIONARY VOICE

to a position of security, and has never been
far removed from actual poverty. He has
always known that he was the viCtim of an
economic tyranny. He has never been recon
ciled to this lot. And at last he has found
an effective method of doing something real
about it. That is what the advent of Labour
to office really means. Over thirty years ago
the exhaustive investigation of Mr. Charles
Booth revealed the fact that almost 3a per
cent of the people of Great Britain live on or
below the poverty line. In these post-war
dllYs, with an immense ma5S of unemploy
ment in the country, the facts are probably
worse. The growth of the Labour Party is
.Britain's reaction to that fact.

It must be admitted that many employers
believe the workers have had a square deal.
Though an employer may be drawing $50,
000 a year from his business and many of his
workers may be left on the lowest rung of
the economic ladder, yet in his simplicity the
employer often thinks that that represents a
square deal. The workers do not think so;
and thousands of onlookers not immediately
concerned do not think so either. They be
lieve such arrangements represent a gross in
justice. Hence the British Labour Party.

The great mass of the party consists of
members of Trade Unions. Many years ago
those unions began to include ·definite
political work as part of their activities. They
were taught by rude experience that the other
parties would never do more than pass mea5
ures to alleviate their sufferings in various
directions. They learned not to expect from
them any fundamental change in the eco
nomic or social order. And 50 they accepted
the conclusion that if improvement was to
come they must learn to help themselves.
And they have chosen the method of consti-.
tutional procedure. They made it their aim
to capture the machinery of government and
to achieve their ends through the House of
Commons. That also is a most significant
fact.

Oppressed multitudes are always tempted
to employ the methods of violent revolution.
Many onlookers have feared that the masses
in Great Britain might resort to such
methods. Many have wondered that they do
not. But the Labour leaders of Great Britain
with a fine instinctive statesmanship have
definitely committed themselves to constitu
tional procedure. They believe that mere vio
lence can never construct anything, and pro
pose to attain their ends through acts of
Parliament.

Yet this essential aim might well be called
revolutionary in character. Their object is
not merely to modify the present social order
in this or that respect-not to 'provide mere
palliatives to those who now suffer wrong.
They believe nothing will meet the situation
but a radically different type of economic or
ganization. At present industry is organized
for profit, and aims at supplying the needs
of society because that is the way to make
profits.

struggle has its importance not only for the
churches at home, but for the human race
at large. To a great ell.-rent the victory of
Christianity, the universal acknowledgement
of the sovereignty of that God who revealed
Himself in Christ, the establishment of the
Kingdom of God on earth, are depending on
the success or failure of the American
churches in this deadly struggle against sec
ularism.

This is the second of a series of three
articles by Dr. Richter, discussing the
present missionarysituationofthe world.
His next and last subject is, "Have We
a Gospel?"

There is no lack of good will and desire to
held. The article of the Rev. Guaracy Sil
veira is very opportune in emphasizing the
necessity of an active and united Brazilian
delegation to the General Conference.

Reading the above without reading the
article discussed might give an unfair im
pression of the attitude of Sr. Guaracy
toward the mother church. He is the most
constant contributor to the "Expositor
Christao" on almost every subject, and has
written more than anyone else about auton
omy and about the United States and the last
General Conference, to which he was a dele
gate. He always shows an appreciative spirit
for what the mother church has done and is
doing, and his articles about the United
States and the General Conference were
highly appreciative and kindly. Perhaps it is
because he writes so much that he sometimes
writes without duly' considering his state
ments, or so it seems to me. If I understand
his attitude in the article under discussion he
thinks the General Conference will deal with
the Brazilian church as the latter wishes if
Brazilians and missionaries present a united
front, but that there is an imperialistic, pa
ternalistic spirit abroad there, and for that
reason there is some danger.

behind him the whole-hearted sympathy 'of
the great mass of the British people. And
all British lovers of peace are deeply grateful
to the American people for their generous,
great-hearted reception of him.

The other conviction represented by the
Labour Party is to the effect that our present
capitalistic system, involving as it does a vast
amount of friction-waste, is not the best
that mankind can achieve as a way of pro
ducing the goods needed for. our life.

SINCE the rise of modern Capitalism the
average worker has never had a square

deal. He has' never received a fair share of
the fruits of industry. He has never attained
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The situation is particularly emphatic with
regard to foreign missions. One has often
the impression that the Christian church in
the States is similar to a man in danger of
being frozen to death. Only the strongest
exercise can bring him salvation; yet if he
has overcome the danger, he comes out all
the stronger and more vigorous. Foreign mis
sions are that vital exercise by which the
American churches have to prove their will
and their decision not to be overcome by an
atheistic seculari.m, but to go out victoriously
from the desperate contest.

In the unique position of the United States
as the paramount world power, this spiritual

no time or inclination to occupy itself with
legislation for the mission fields, nor do I
know in what spirit he spoke. It was, how
ever, certainly tIue, since the great majority
of delegates do not know the circumstances
and necessities of the work in other coun
tries. This simply means that autonomy is a
serious necessity. Undoubtedly, the preach
ers and laymen of our Church there would
be ready to give the time necessary to legis
late for other countries if to do so were
Christian and useful, but fortunately the
mother church knows that others can legis
late for themselves better than North Ameri
cans can legislate for them.

I do not know what evidence the Rev.
Guaracy Silveira has that causes him to say
that an effort will be made to reduce the
Brazilian Annual Conferences to Mission
Conferences. I know of no reason to think
that such will be done.

In Brazil we know very little of the needs
of the work in China, in California, in
Texas, in Belgium, etc. But if we knew what
ought to be done we would co-operate in
every way possible. Certainly, we would wil
lingly do nothing that might hinder the work.
That is exactly the attitude of North Ameri
can Methodists toward the work in Brazil.

war-regard it as the most degrading and
humiliating of all possible activities. We be
lieve that no great ends can be accomplished
by mere force. We desire no empire that can
be maintained by the power of the sword.
We realize the insensate folly of the huge
armaments which many nations maintain, and
believe that true ·political wisdom would find
the way to devote the huge sums of money
now expended on instruments of destruction
to some fine constructive purpose.

In fairness let it be added that the Liberal
Party was prepared to go quite as far as
Labour in the matter. When Mr. Ramsey
MacD.onald came to the United States in the
interest of international good-will, he had
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You can earn a Diploma in
Missions and a Graduate Di
ploma in Missionary Education
by pursuing the Correspond
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itself not as a Church in Brazil, but as a
Church of Brazil. A Methodist Church in
Brazil is desired no longer, but a Methodist
Church of Bazil is earnestly longed for. It
is not that Brazilian Methodists feel that they
are being brought under any unwholesome
influence, or that from a nationalistic spirit
they are resentful, but it is simply that they
realize that they cannot build up a strong,
triumphant Church unless it comes to be the
right expression of the genuine Brazilian life.

Like any living body that has by its own
dynamic force to identify itself with its sur
rounding conditions without becoming im
paired, it must become a characteristically
Brazilian institution,

D UKE UNIVERSITY Library desires
to receive by gift or purchase files of

the annual reports and publications of the
mis~onary agencies of the Methodist Epis
copal Church, South, as follows:

Missionary Society and Boord '='0£ Mi,5ions from
1845 to 1910 "

Woman'. Home MissioMty Society prior 10
1910

Woman's Foreign Missionary Society prior to
1910

Advocate 01 Missions
Our Homes
Woman'. Missionary AdvoClte
Methodist Review of Missions

work for its own sake) life will be a far
finer and happier thing,

Nb account of the Labour Movement in
Great Britain would be complete which left
out any reference to its religious aspect. It
is the simple truth that thousands of indi
viduals are in the Labour Movement for
purely religious reasons.

The significant new movement in British
Christendom during the last thirty years has
been the movement which has awakened
many people to the social implications of
our religion. They have seen that Christ
commits His followers to the establishment
of a world-wide brotherhood within which
men shall bear each other's burdens. They
have seen that fidelity to Christ means a
scrupulous care for the least of His Breth
ren. And then they have been constrained to
go to the slums to find out the truth.

Having' faced the facts, they have perforce
been compelled to consider how a great work
of deliverance for those who are now in
bondage may be carried through. And this
with a great many has meant that they have
found this way into the Labour Party.

The party is rich in highly educated men
and women. It is rich in first class econom
ists. The detailed work it must face will be
done with efficiency and thoroughness. It
lives and works in the actual world. But
for many of its members the real inspirations
for their work are found in the world of the
spirit. They are trying at least to work with
Christ's scale of values. They believe that in
their own way they are seeking the Kingdom
of Heaven. They believe the transformations
they seek to carry through are essential if
mankind is ever to find it~ true life and the
will of God be done.

Of vital interest to all Southern Methodists
Insurance as good as the best for all

from ages 1 to 60 including whole fami
lies-parents and children: Insurance which
provides bomes. comforts. and support for
widows, orphans, sick. and aged.

Rates are adequate and assets over
100% of legal reserve required.

Local medical examination not required.
but Questionnaire used instead.

Methodist Benevolent
Association

a natural and inevitable recoil and retrench
ment.

On the other hand, by modifying the
"status quo" into autonomy, its present
defects could be removed as well as avoid
ing those of an abrupt independence. Then it
could, gradually, and through a period as
long as may be reckoned advisable, in a wise
manner, prepare itself to be independent in
due time. No matter what the future holds,
the truth is that, coming up little by little,
stage by stage, phase by phase, the Church
has already proved itself worthy of its claim
to be autonomous.

From what has been said thus far no one
can fail to see that Methodism must develop
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U full InformatJon Is aestred, write today to

]. H. Shumaker, General Secretary
808 Broadway, Nashville, Tennessee

entitled to a just rewaid, but that the lust for
private gain at present poisons the whole life
of industry. Therefore Labour aims at the es
tablishment of national services to supply the
world's needs under' a definite contract of
obligation to the nation and under regula
tions of a democratic nature which will at
least allow the individual worker to feel that
he belongs to an economic democracy. The
present autocratic control of industry is an
anachronism in the democratic age.

In pursuance of this purpose the Labour
Government in Great Britain will probably
be found ere long making proposals to na
tionalize the Coal Industry, That Industry
has been the subject of inquiry by Royal
Commissions; the necessity of far-reaching
changes in its organization has been widely
recognized. Therefore the Coal Industry will
almost certainly be the subject of Labour's
first great experiment. The process will be
difficult; during its carrying through the most
valuable experience will be acquired. Later
on, as opponunity occurs, other industries
will be subjected to similar transformation.

T HE objection constantly offered to such
proposals is that if the incentive of per

sonal gain is removed, men will not work
with efficiency and diligence. But Labour
simply does not believe that. It does not
hold that view of human nature.

Our present system exploits one of the
lower elements in our humanity and relies
on it almost exclusively. Labour believes that
there are other elements in our humanity
capable of providing effective motives to
work, and that when men work under the
compulsion of these other motives (such as
love of serving society, and love of good
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